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NOVEL RECTENNA FOR COLLECTION OF INFRARED AND VISIBLE 
RADIATION 
 
Mohammad Sarehraz 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation presents the rectifying antenna’s potential for harvesting 
solar power, along with a novel design for a solar rectenna. The sun’s general 
features and the characteristics of solar radiation as an electromagnetic wave 
are treated in depth in order to determine the deficiencies of traditional 
rectennas as a solar cell. A closed form equation for a MIM rectifier’s efficiency 
as a function of its input power was developed and verified by a simulated 
behavioral model and measurements. A unique calculation method was also 
developed to determine the available solar power at the terminal of a /2 dipole 
antenna as a function of its bandwidth. The available power for each diode at the 
antenna’s terminal was found to be insufficient for a MIM diode to operate in its 
high efficiency region.  
It was concluded that the MIM diode requires an array of high gain 
antennas to increase the solar power captured at its input in order to operate in 
xii 
  
its high efficiency region. A dielectric rod antenna is proposed as the high gain 
antenna element for the solar antenna. In order to minimize losses due to the 
skin effect in the feed system of the array, a non-radiative dielectric (NRD) wave 
guide is proposed as the feed structure for the solar array antenna. To increase 
the rectification efficiency of the solar rectenna, two improvements were 
introduced: 1) the solar antenna was modified to function as a dual polarized 
antenna; and 2) a novel technique was used to achieve full-wave rectification. 
Test results of prototypes of the proposed solar antennas and arrays, show them 
to be potentially far superior to traditional /2 dipole antennas for collecting solar 
radiation. The interconnection method for rectennas in an array – as well as their 
associated dc losses – were also investigated. Based on the theoretical results, 
a novel interconnection method is proposed here, which has the potential to 
minimize the dc losses in the grid. A series of experiments were conducted to 
verify the proposed concepts, which yielded promising results. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION  
 
 The demand for energy worldwide has increased by 40% in the last two 
decades. The world’s main source of power is still generated by fossil fuels, 
which account for over 85% of total power consumption globally, according to 
International Energy Outlook 2004 [1]. The ever-increasing demand for energy, 
as well as the harmful effects of hydrocarbon-based power sources, have 
created an urgent and immediate need for clean alternative energy sources.  
Use of conventional photovoltaics (PV) has increased annually by 20% for 
the last five years. According to the National Photovoltaics Program Plan 2000-
2004, the industry estimates that 18 billion watts could be generated by 2020. In 
order to meet the higher demands for solar conversion technologies, 
considerable improvements are needed in state-of-the-art PV technologies. 
Achieving this goal will involve addressing certain major issues, including 
efficiency improvements, costs and complexity reduction. Traditionally, solar 
energy has been converted to electric energy by using the particle nature of light. 
Photovoltaic cells are quantum devices, and the limiting factor of their efficiency 
is the match of their band-gap to the solar spectrum. Traditional p-n junction solar 
cells are a very mature technology and have reached their maximum efficiency of 
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approximately 20% for a single cell, and approximately 30% for a multi-junction 
system [2]. In the near future, the PV industry will require new and more efficient 
performance improvement technologies in order to meet the ever-growing 
demands of the solar power market. 
The concept of collecting solar energy by antennas was first proposed by 
R. Baily in 1972 as an alternative [3]. According to Baily, it must be possible to 
collect solar energy by means of an antenna, using the wave nature of light, and 
to convert that energy into dc-power by employing a very fast rectifier. The 
concept of using a rectifying antenna (rectenna) to function as a solar collector 
was based on scaling of microwave antenna theory. However, the proof-of-
concept was never demonstrated because of the lack of the kind of nano-
patterning technology available today. The advent of nano-technology has made 
the theoretical possibility of solar energy harvesting by means of a rectenna more 
viable. As solar collectors, rectennas have a promising feature: their conversion 
efficiencies are much higher than those of their photovoltaic cell counterparts, 
making them more favorable as the solar collectors of the future. The rectenna 
has been thoroughly studied for the last fifty years, mainly for power transmission 
purposes with efficiencies exceeding 80% at a single microwave frequency of 2.5 
GHz [4]. As will be demonstrated in this dissertation, it is not readily clear that 
such high efficiencies are achievable in practice for a rectenna operating in the 
solar radiation spectrum. Solar radiation is quite different in nature compared to 
monochromatic microwave radiation.  
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This dissertation covers an investigation of the following:  
1) The characteristics of solar radiation as an electromagnetic wave; 
2) The interaction of solar radiation with an antenna; 
3) The available solar power at the terminal of a typical /2 dipole antenna; 
4) The performance of a MIM diode at optical frequencies; 
5) The design of a novel high efficiency solar rectenna. 
 
This dissertation first presents an overview of past theoretical and 
experimental investigations of rectennas. The discussion of those investigations, 
will include an introduction to the functional block diagram of a rectenna and will 
cover its modeling in more detail by presenting an appropriate model for each 
individual rectenna section. A complete investigation of the sun and its radiation 
in chapter 3 of this dissertation will reveal fundamental and very important facts 
about the nature of solar radiation as an electromagnetic wave. This chapter also 
outlines the development of a unique method for calculating the available solar 
power at the terminal of a /2 dipole antenna. Chapter 4 follows with a discussion 
of the MIM diode characteristics and the tunneling phenomena inside the MIM 
diode’s barrier. A novel technique for full-wave rectification is also proposed here; 
this technique employs a dual feed antenna instead of a single feed antenna in 
order to improve the solar rectifier’s overall efficiency. In addition, chapter 4 
presents the first attempt ever made to develop a closed form equation for the 
MIM diode‘s efficiency as well as a behavioral model in the simulator platform. 
Chapter 5 draws on the results of the two preceding chapters in devising a 
4 
  
design for a very high gain solar antenna and solar array. The solar array’s feed 
system must exhibit very low losses at optical frequencies. A dielectric rod 
antenna is proposed as a high gain antenna element for the solar antenna. In 
order to minimize the losses due to the skin effect in the feed system of the array, 
a non-radiative dielectric (NRD) waveguide is proposed as the feed structure for 
the solar array antenna. The solar antenna was modified to support the 
interception of dual polarized electromagnetic waves because of the random 
nature of solar radiation’s polarization. This chapter also examines a simple and 
effective technique for improving the antenna’s bandwidth by adding tuning stubs 
to the antenna’s feed. The three available interconnection methods for rectennas 
in an array (series, parallel and hybrid) are investigated theoretically by 
employing a linear equivalent circuit model for the rectenna in chapter 6 of this 
dissertation. The dc losses associated with solar rectennas interconnected in a 
hybrid array is then calculated. In order to reduce the extremely high dc losses in 
the grid to an acceptable level, a novel technique is proposed to increase the 
width and height of the dc lines. The experiments conducted to verify the 
proposed concepts are presented in chapter 7, along with the results obtained 
from those experiments and the corresponding measurement setups. Chapter 8 
follows with an extensive discussion of the theoretical and experimental results 
and presents recommendations for future research. Finally, this dissertation 
concludes by highlighting the most important results obtained during the course 
of this research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Selection of background research 
The review of literature regarding the characterization and design of the 
solar array rectenna as a device for harvesting solar power focused mainly on 
the following areas: 
1) The antenna; 
2) The rectifier; 
3) System integration.  
 
The body of work selected for this research was based on its importance 
to both the characterization of the solar rectenna as well as to its importance 
within the area of modeling and fabrication. The characterization of the solar 
rectenna was crucial for preliminary design calculations. This was accomplished 
by a detailed examination of the bandwidth, polarization capability, and all the 
loss mechanism related to the entire system. The relevant theoretical work for 
each area will be presented and discussed in section 2.2. Correspondingly, 
significant experimental research will be discussed in section 2.3. 
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2.2 Review of theoretical work 
Wireless power transmission (WPT) by radio waves was demonstrated for 
the first time in the early work of H. Hertz. He demonstrated the propagation of 
electromagnetic (EM) waves in free space by means of a spark gap used to 
generate a high frequency radio wave at the transmitter and to detect the 
transmitted wave at the receiver. He also pioneered the use of the parabolic 
reflector for focusing radio waves. Later, the idea of WPT as a viable commercial 
means of transporting electrical energy was initiated by N. Tesla. He was 
especially interested in the phenomena of resonance, and attempted to apply it 
to WPT. Tesla’s system was based on the concept of alternating surges of 
currents running up and down a mast (at low frequency). Tesla expected to set 
up oscillations of electrical energy over a vast area of the Earth’s surface, and to 
pick up the power at the receiving end by positioning the receiving antenna at the 
optimum point of the standing waves. As it will be explained later, the Hertz 
method shows more resemblance to the present practice for WPT by a rectenna 
than Tesla’s method, which uses the standing wave concept. The renewed 
interest in WPT started in the late 1950’s, because of its possible applications for 
DOD and NASA. The applications varied from a low-altitude platform for the 
microwave-powered helicopter to a high-altitude platform for a solar powered 
satellite (SPS) concept with microwave transmission to Earth. Brown completed a 
body of work during this period and published a complete work on the history of 
WPT [4]. 
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Nahas [5] completed the first theoretical modeling of the entire rectenna 
system by modeling each section of the rectifier separately. The block diagram of 
Nahas’ model is shown in Figure 2.1. In this model the antenna is responsible for 
intercepting the electromagnetic waves within a specific frequency band. The 
low-pass filter (LPF), which prevents the re-radiation of higher harmonics 
generated by the diode, also operates as a matching circuit between the antenna 
and the rectifier. Rectification is accomplished in the diode’s non-linear junction 
resistance, and the dc-filter passes the dc-signal to the load.  
 
Figure 2.1 Block diagram of a rectenna. 
 
The transmission line (TL) is the basic building block of a rectenna. Pucel, 
et al. [6] did a complete job modeling the losses in the TL based on the 
“incremental inductance rule”. The distributed lossless TL model is a combination 
of a series of inductors and parallel capacitors. The resistive losses in the TL can 
be modeled by the addition of a series resistor, while the dielectric losses can be 
modeled by the addition of a shunt conductance. The skin-effect losses, on the 
other hand, can be modeled by the addition of a reactive element to the resistive 
element. A complete lossy TL circuit model is shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Lossy transmission line equivalent circuit model. 
 
In the case of a low loss TL, the propagation function ( )ωγ  can be expressed in 
terms of the loss factor )(ωα  and the phase factor )(ωβ  where 
 ( ) ( )ωβωαωγ j+=)( , (2.1) 
and 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )ω
ω
ωε
ω
ωωωωβ
02
)(
Z
R
c
CL r +== , (2.2) 
 
( )
( ) ( )ωω
ω
ααα 0
0 2
1
2
GZ
Z
R
dc +=+= , (2.3) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )ωωω CLZ =0 . (2.4) 
It should be noted that the skin-effect not only effects the loss factor, but also has 
an impact on the phase factor. 
The /2 dipole antenna is probably used mostly as a receiving device for 
the rectenna. As a receiving device at a single frequency, the antenna can be 
modeled as a voltage source in series with an impedance. This antenna model is 
deficient with respect to the presence of multiple frequencies in the system. This 
model can be improved by substituting a resistor, a capacitor and a quarter 
wavelength of TL for the impedance [7]. 
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This model has two distinct shortcomings: 
1) The circuit model becomes inaccurate at or near the resonant frequency; 
2) The value of the resistance needs to be variable for different frequencies. 
The resonant frequency can be introduced to the model by adding a series 
inductance to the circuit model [8]. This will make the radiation resistance 
frequency dependent (See Fig. 2.3). 
  
 Figure 2.3 Three elements equivalent circuit model of an antenna. 
 
The antenna input impedance aaa jXRZ +=  can be calculated using one of the 
antenna analysis methods. The value of C , L , and R  can be calculated by 
means of the following expressions: 
 f
X
C a
pi2
= , (2.5) 
 
2
2
0
1
aRCC
L +=
ω
, (2.6) 
 
aRC
LR = . (2.7) 
The bandwidth of the antenna is a limiting factor in capturing the energy 
contained in the solar radiation spectrum. For example, the visible light spectrum 
spans frequencies from 400 to 750 THz, which contains 60% of the sun’s total 
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energy (equivalent bandwidth of 350 THz). Printed antennas have an inherently 
narrow bandwidth (approximately a few percent). This is due to their electrically 
thin ground-plane-backed dielectric substrate, which leads to a high quality factor 
(Q ) The impedance bandwidth ( BW ) is usually specified in terms of a voltage 
standing wave ratio (VSWR ) over a frequency range. The quality factor of the 
resonator and VSWR can be used to calculate the bandwidth by 
 
( )
VSWRQ
VSWRBW 1−= . (2.8) 
The bandwidth of the printed antenna has been extensively investigated by many 
researchers [9]. The most effective bandwidth improvement technique is the 
aperture-coupling technique with a tuning stub [10], [11], which is a variation of 
proximity coupling, also known as electromagnetic coupling. In this technique 
(See Fig. 2.4), the ground plane is inserted between the feed line and the 
radiating element. Coupling is achieved by creating a slot in the ground plane. 
 
Figure 2.4 Aperture-coupling technique with tuning stubs. 
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The addition of a tuning stub to the feed line has been reported to increase the 
bandwidth to 13%. The position of the tuning stub relative to the patch can be 
used to match the input impedance for the maximum bandwidth. Another 
advantage to this technique is that the feed structure is completely shielded from 
the radiating element, which in turn improves the purity of the radiation pattern. 
Polarization of solar radiation is known to be random (unpolarized). In 
general, randomly polarized electromagnetic waves can be decomposed into two 
main components, such as vertical and horizontal polarized waves.  
Singly fed antennas are usually linearly polarized (e.g. vertically or horizontally). 
The single feed antenna can be considered as a two-port device (See Fig. 2.5a), 
with one port representing the interface with the receiver or transmitter, and the 
other port an interface with free space. Another class of antennas, known as dual 
polarized antennas, is capable of generating two orthogonal linearly polarized 
waves simultaneously. This makes them well suited for capturing randomly 
polarized electromagnetic waves. The dual polarized antennas can be 
represented as a four port network (See Fig. 2.5b), and additional parameters 
account for the second polarization. S21 is the isolation between the two input 
ports, and corresponds to the amount of signal from polarization 1 coupled into 
port 2. S41 corresponds to the amount of signal not transmitted as polarization 1, 
but appears as polarization 2. The isolation in dual polarized antennas is usually 
specified by S21 or S12, (the coupling between the two ports), whereas S41 or S32 
is specified by cross-polarization of the radiated wave [12].  
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Figure 2.5 S-parameters representation of antennas, 
single polarization, (b) dual polarization. 
 
 
It should be noted that in order to achieve dual polarization the feed points to an 
antenna must be doubled, which adds to the complexity of the feed system. 
Levy’s work on low pass filters [13], contains a complete table of element 
values for the design of distributed LPF prototypes. Since the sections of the LPF 
in a rectenna are built by TLs, the modeling of the LPF can be achieved using the 
previously presented equivalent circuit model for each TL. 
The maximum power transfer from the antenna to the load occurs when 
the antenna is loaded by the conjugate of its impedance ( inz ZZ *= ). Since the 
matching network is usually designed from filter sections, the LPF also serves as 
a matching network. Bode and Fano [14] show a fundamental limitation of 
impedance matching for a complex load ( R  and C ), which takes the following 
form. 
 
CR
d piω ≤






Γ
∞
0
1ln  (2.9) 
A low-pass response curve can be obtained by plotting the integrand versus the 
radian frequency. Bode’s equation states that the area under the curve cannot be 
a b 
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larger than a constant ( RC/pi ). The implication of this limitation is higher 
bandwidth is obtained at the expense of less power transfer within the band.  
The Schottky diode is used for rectification and detection at low 
frequencies up to 5THz. In general, a diode can be modeled as a combination of 
resistors and a capacitor. Figure 2.6 shows the equivalent circuit model of a 
Schottky diode as presented by Torrey and Whitmer [15]. The junction resistance 
Rj  is the nonlinear resistance of the barrier at the rectifying contact and is a 
function of the current.  
 
Figure 2.6 Schottky diode equivalent circuit model. 
 
This resistance is very large in the reverse direction and small in the forward 
direction; it becomes smaller as the current is increased beyond the exponential 
part of the dc characteristic curve The resistance Rs is the parasitic series 
resistance, also known as spreading resistance. It is due to the constriction of 
current flow lines in the semiconductor near the contact. In the case of a circular 
contact, the spreading resistance can be calculated by the following expression 
from potential theory 
 
d
RS σ2
1
= , (2.10) 
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where σ  is the conductivity of the semiconductor, and d  is the diameter of the 
circular contact area. The nonlinear barrier capacitance Cj  is due to storage of 
the charge in the boundary layer. The magnitude of capacitance can be 
calculated according to the parallel plates capacitance formula 
 
d
ACj r 0εε= , (2.11) 
where A  is the contact area, and d  is the barrier thickness. As one can see, this 
capacitance changes as the barrier thickness d  changes, which in turn is a 
function of the applied voltage.  
The metal-insulator-metal (MIM) diode is used as a rectifying device 
instead of a Schottky diode for frequencies in the far infrared to visible range. 
The MIM diode is used in these applications because of its fast switching 
properties. A MIM diode consists of two metallic plates, which are separated by a 
very thin insulating layer. The MIM diode is a quantum device, and rectification 
takes place by tunneling electrons through a very thin insulator barrier ( 50≤d ). 
Sanchez et al. model for a MIM [16], consists of the barrier resistance and 
capacitance and ignores the contact resistance under the assumption that 
ST RR >> . This assumption is valid only in the square law region of the 
characteristic curve of a MIM. A more complete model was presented by 
Odashima et al. [17] as shown in Figure 2.7. The advantage of this model over 
Sanches’ model is that it is not only valid in the square law region, but also in the 
linear region. 
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Figure 2.7 Metal-insulator-metal diode equivalent circuit model. 
 
The zero bias resistance 0R  of the MIM diode can be approximated by the 
expression [18] 
 ST RRR +=0 , (2.12) 
where TR  is the tunneling resistance, which takes into account the tunneling of 
the electrons through the potential barrier, and SR  is the spreading resistance.  
The magnitude of capacitance DC  can be calculated using the parallel plates 
capacitance formula (See Eq. 2.11).The rectifier’s efficiency is closely related to 
the diode’s characteristics. Yoo and Chang [19] presented the diode’s efficiency 
in a closed form equation, which is based on earlier work by Sturley [20]. This 
model is valid for high input power applications, because the diode parameters 
are evaluated for a diode in its linear region. Joe and Chia [21] also did some 
work on a closed form equation for efficiency calculation, which is only valid for 
low power applications ( 0≤inP  dBm). This model is applicable when the diode is 
operating in its square law region as a detector with very low efficiencies. 
In order to increase the power to the load, the rectennas can be 
connected in series or parallel or a hybrid configuration to form an array of 
rectennnas. The power combining in an array of rectifiers has been studied by 
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Gutmann and Borrego [22]. Their work is based on Nahas’ model for the power 
combining properties of arrays and their efficiency issues. They predict that the 
efficiency degradation is insensitive to the method of interconnection of 
rectennas in an array. Shinohara and Matsumoto [23] have done complete 
theoretical and experimental work regarding power combining issues. They 
report that parallel connections give higher output powers than series 
connections when some rectifiers in the array are not operating at optimum 
efficiencies. They ascribe this efficiency degradation in the series case to a shift 
of the rectenna’s efficiency to a lower region of the diode’s efficiency due to a 
lower input power. The reason for efficiency degradation in the parallel case is 
clarified by Ishizawa [24]. He ascribes the efficiency degradation to the inverse 
current blocking by the load. When one of the rectifiers is operating at a lower 
input power, the current from other rectifiers flows into the load, instead of flowing 
into that rectifier. Ishizawa’s work on efficiency is probably the most complete 
work on the rectifier’s efficiency. Goubau and Schwering have investigated 
microwave beam transmission efficiency [25]. Goubau [26] devised a curve of the 
efficiency as a function of Fresnel’s number (τ ), which is expressed as 
 
D
AA rt
0λ
τ = , (2.13) 
where: tA equals the area of transmitting aperture, 
 rA  equals the area of receiving aperture, 
 0λ  equals the wave length of radiation, 
 D  equals the distance between apertures. 
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According to Goubau’s curve, 85% efficiency can be achieved with a Fresnel 
number of 1.5. 
 
2.3 Review of experimental work 
 A 2.45 GHz or ISM band (Industrial-Scientific-Medical) was chosen as the 
operating frequency, because of advances in technology and its low attenuation 
through the atmosphere. The efficiency of a rectenna operating in the  ISM band 
is considered the reference efficiency for rectennas. The first efficient rectenna 
device emerged in the early 1960’s. The rectenna consisted of a /2 dipole 
antenna with a balanced bridge semiconductor diode, which was placed /4 
above a reflecting plane. The highest rectification efficiency (90%) was reported 
by Brown in 1977 [27]. This 90% efficiency was achieved using efficient GaAsPt 
Schotttky diodes with an input power of 8W.  Brown [28] also reported 
rectification efficiencies at approximately 85% for rectennas operating at 2.45 
GHz. The device in question was etched on a thin film of Kapton. The rectenna 
elements were interconnected in a combination of series and parallel arrays. 
In order to reduce the size and transmission losses due to atmospheric 
attenuation, researchers have focused on the higher frequencies in the 
atmospheric window. Koert and colleagues [29] reported a 72% efficiency for a 
rectenna element operating at 35 GHz. The higher cost and lower efficiency of 35 
GHz prompted the research community to decide to use the next higher ISM 
band available. This band is centered at 5.8 GHz and does not sacrifice 
transmission efficiency. MacSpadden et al. [30] reported an 82% efficiency for a 
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printed rectenna element using a Si Schottky diode at 5.8 GHz. Shu and Chang 
[31] designed a dual frequency rectenna operating at 2.45 and 5.8 GHz with high 
efficiencies. The rectenna consisted of two half-wave dipole antennas as the 
receiving devices, and a single Schottky diode as the rectifying element.  
Epp et al. [32] reported a high output voltage dual polarized rectenna 
element operating at 8.51 GHz. The rectenna’s receiving element is a dual 
polarized patch antenna, with a separate rectifying device for each of the two 
orthogonal polarizations. Dual polarization is achieved by using the 
electromagnetic coupling technique for the excitation of the two orthogonal ports 
of the patch antenna. The dc output voltage of a dual polarized rectenna is twice 
that of a single polarization rectenna. However, the overall efficiency of each 
rectifier is lower than a single polarized rectenna (approximately 54%). 
Miura et al. [33] reported their experimental results on the interconnection 
method for arrays. Their experimental results confirm the predicted differences 
between the two interconnection methods, as the parallel connection of the 
rectennas produces a higher output voltage than that produced when the 
rectennas are connected in series. Their results also show that the load 
resistance is inversely proportional to the input power. 
Fujino and Fujita [34] reported the results of their experiment on the 
changes of the polarization angle of a dual polarized antenna. Their results show 
a reduction in the output power when the two orthogonal rectifiers are connected 
to a common load. This reduction was ascribed to the fact that the rectifier with 
lower input power is reverse biased by the rectifier with higher input power.This 
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imbalance in input powers results in a period where no output power is produced 
at the load.  
The experimental results of rectennas in the THz frequency region are not 
as numerous as their application at lower frequencies, and few results are 
reported in the literature. Usually, the rectenna is used in the infrared region as a 
detector. Wilke and colleagues [35] reported a 30 THz rectifier employing an MIM 
diode as a rectifier and a half-wave dipole as an antenna. Their results show a 
strong relation between the polarization of the laser beam and output power. 
However, they do not explicitly report the efficiency achieved, although it can be 
inferred that the efficiency was probably about 1%.  
Boreman and colleagues [36] reported the results of their investigation into 
the detection mechanism using a rectenna as an IR detector. According to their 
results, the rectification mechanism of a rectenna is five times faster than a 
thermal detection mechanism, which is due to the tunneling of the electron in a 
MIM diode. They also show the f/1  noise as the dominant source of noise in 
detectors with non-linear behavior.  Boreman et al. [37] experimented with a dual 
band detector at 92.5 and 28 THz. They show that simultaneous detection in 
both bands is possible.  
Berland [34] reported the results of a 36-element grid rectenna array 
operating at 30 Thz. According to the results of their work, a significant amount of 
loss occurs in the coupling of the radiation from free space into the antenna. 
They reported a1% coupling efficiency, a 2% matching efficiency between the 
antenna and the rectifier, and a rectification efficiency of 0.1%. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SOLAR RADIATION 
 
3.1 The sun’s general features and radiation 
 To understand how the sun functions, astronomers have routinely studied 
its radiation by means of interception on earth (radio telescope). The sun is the 
closest star to the earth and has a solar radius of 6.955 × 108 meters and a 
temperature of 5780 K. Its distance from the earth is 1.496 × 1011 meters (also 
known as one astronomical unit = 1AU). The sun’s mass is M=1.989 x 1030 
kilograms, which is about 332,946 times the Earth’s mass.  The sun’s angular 
diameter θ as seen from the Earth is approximately ½ degree (the solid angle of 
str5108.6 −× ), and can be calculated using the following expression (see Fig. 
3.1). 
 
AU
Rsun2
=θ  (3.1) 
 
 
Figure 3.1 The sun to the Earth angular diameter (not to scale). 
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The sun is considered a localized source rather than an extended source, since it 
satisfies the following relationship for the localized sources. 
 
2AUdydx <<  (3.2) 
The abundant source of the sun’s energy is supplied by nuclear fusion in 
its core. The extreme pressure and temperature at its core fuse together nuclei of 
hydrogen atoms to form the nuclei of helium. The mass loss in the nuclear fusion 
is released as the energy that makes the sun shine. The solar radiation travel 
time is 499.00 seconds from the sun to the Earth, and is generally considered as 
a collimated, polychromatic, incoherent, and unpolarized electromagnetic wave. 
The sun’s rays at the earth are well collimated, since their angular divergence is 
low and they need to travel long distances before reaching the earth’s surface. 
Solar radiation is a polychromatic electromagnetic wave and its frequency is 
extended over a broad spectrum (47% visible light, 45% infrared, and 8% short-
wave radiation). Verdet [39] showed in 1865 with regard to the source size, 
wavelength and distance from the observation point, that it should be possible to 
obtain interference fringes with solar light, and yet to consider it as an incoherent 
source. He also demonstrated that the pinholes must be placed inside a circle, 
with a diameter less than 0.055 mm. This circle is now known as the coherence 
area of solar light. The coherence area of a source can be calculated using the 
expression 
 
Ω
=
2λ
coA , (3.3) 
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where:  coA  equals the coherence area [m2]; 
 λ  equals the mean wavelength [m]; 
 Ω  equals  the angular size [str]. 
The sun’s solid angle is about str5108.6 −× , with an average wavelength of .5 m, 
which gives a coherence area of 3.7x10-3 mm2. This is the area of a circle with a  
radius of 0.03 mm. Polarization of solar radiation is known to be random 
(unpolarized). An unpolarized electromagnetic wave is a collection of waves that 
have an equal distribution of electric field orientations in all directions. A 
randomly polarized wave can be decomposed into two components Ex and Ey. 
Using the intrinsic impedance of the free space η  and both electric field 
components, the magnitude of the total Poynting vector S  for an unpolarized 
wave can be expressed as the following equation  
 
ηηη
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The Stokes parameters UQI ,,  and V  for a randomly polarized wave are 
defined as follows [40]: 
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where ( )21 δδ −  represents the phase difference between the waves 1E , and 2E  
These parameters are a function of time, and their time average must be taken 
for defining the Stokes parameters. Usually, I  and Q  are considered as the sum 
and difference of the two autocorrelations, while U  and V  resemble cross-
correlation. In the case of a completely unpolarized wave, yx SS = .  Moreover, 1E  
and 2E  are uncorrelated 0sincos 2121 == δδ EEEE , which reduces the Stokes 
parameters to SI =  and 0=== VUQ . This is a necessary condition for a 
completely unpolarized electromagnetic wave. 
 
3.2 Blackbody radiation and solar constant  
All objects with a temperature above absolute zero posses the radiation 
capability of electromagnetic waves. Not only do they radiate electromagnetic 
waves, but they also absorb and reflect any EM  energy incident upon them. 
Kirchoff established in 1859, that a good radiator of EM  energy is a good 
absorber as well.  A perfect absorber is usually called a blackbody, and by 
definition, such a body is also a perfect radiator. In 1901, Planck formulated the 
famous radiation law. According to this law, the radiation emitted by a blackbody 
radiator at a temperature T  and a frequency ν can be calculated by the 
expression, 
 
  ( ) )1(
12)( /5
2
−
= kThce
ch
I λλ
piλ , (3.6) 
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where: I  equals the irradiance [watts m.2 m.1]; 
 h  equals the Planck’s constant (6.63x10.34 )[J s]; 
 c  equals the velocity of light (3 x 108 )[m s.1]; 
 k  equals the Boltzman’s constant (1.388 x 10.23 )[J °K.1]; 
 T  equals the temperature [°K]. 
The integration of Planck’s radiation law over all wavelengths gives the 
expression for the total radiant energy emitted by a blackbody radiator. 
 
∞
=
0
)( λλ dIItotal  (3.7) 
The solution to the integral equation above is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s relation, 
which is known as Boltzmann’s radiation law. According to this law, the amount 
of radiation emitted by a blackbody is proportional to the fourth power of its 
temperature, 
 
 
4TItotal σ= , (3.8) 
 
where: totalI  equals  the total irradiance [W m.2]; 
 σ  equals the constant (5.670x10.8) [W m.2 K.4]; 
 T  equals temperature of blackbody [°K]. 
According to Boltzmann’s radiation law, the total area under the Planck-law curve 
for a blackbody at a temperature of Tm  should be 4m  times a blackbody at a 
temperature of T . 
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The differentiation of Planck’s radiation law provides information regarding 
the wavelength of the maximum radiant energy emitted by a blackbody, known 
as Wien’s displacement law. 
 
T
2897
max =λ  (3.9) 
The solar constant is the solar irradiance incident on a surface 
perpendicular to the sun’s rays at the mean orbital distance of the earth and 
outside the Earth’s atmosphere. The solar constant can be calculated with the 
knowledge of its radiant output, the radius and the orbital distance of the earth, 
and by applying the inverse square law. The solar radiant output can be 
calculated, using Boltzmann’s radiation law. 
[ ]26484 /1046.63)5784)(1067.5( mWTI total ×=×== −σ  
The inverse square law states that the intensity of radiation from a source falls off 
inversely as the square of the distance. The inverse square law is formulated as 
 2
1
2
2
2
1
R
R
I
I
= . (3.10) 
The solar constant 0I  can be calculated directly using the expression, 
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This is the amount of power available from the sun per square meter outside the 
earth’s atmosphere. In the following section, the results of this calculation will be 
used to estimate the voltage and the power at the terminal of the receiving 
antenna.  
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3.3 Solar power at the antenna 
 In order to calculate the power captured by a single element antenna, one 
needs to know the amount of power available from the sun on the earth. The 
solar constant is the total power density radiated by the sun (from .115 micron to 
1000 micron wave length). This is equal to 1353 W/m2  [42] outside the earth’s 
atmosphere, and is known as air mass zero ( 0AM  is the extraterrestrial 
intensity). However, due to atmospheric attenuations, this power is considerably 
lower at sea level. Equation (3.11), known as Bouger’s law [41], can be used to 
calculate the amount of power available at sea level, also known as air mass one 
( 1AM  is the terrestrial intensity when the sun is overhead). 
 
 
km
b eII
−
= 0   (3.11) 
 
In Equation (3.11), 0I  and bI  are the terrestrial and extraterrestrial intensities of 
radiation, respectively; k  is the absorption constant for the atmosphere, and m  is 
the dimensionless path length of sunlight through the atmosphere, which is called 
air mass ratio. Figure 3.2 illustrates the sun’s spectral irradiance as a function of 
wavelength for two air mass ratios. 
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Figure 3.2 The solar spectrum for AM0 and AM1. 
 
Since an antenna has a limited bandwidth, a fraction of the total power 
density of the solar spectrum can be captured by a single element antenna. Let 
us assume that a half-wave length dipole antenna has a center frequency of cf , 
and its upper and lower 3 dB frequencies are uf  and lf , respectively. 
The 3 dB fractional bandwidth is defined as  
 
 
c
lu
f
ff
BW −= , (3.12) 
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and consequently, the upper and lower wavelengths uλ  and lλ  are found from 
 f
c
=λ . (3.13) 
Since the area under the solar spectrum curve is equal to the total power 
radiated by the sun, the fractional power available in the antenna’s bandwidth 
can be calculated by the integration of Equation (3.11) over the antenna’s 
bandwidth. 
 =
U
L
dIS b
λ
λ
λλλ )()(   (3.14) 
 
Figure 3.3 shows the result of calculations for different bandwidths at a center 
frequency of 652 THz. 
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Figure 3.3 Spectral irradiances 0AM  (solid) and 1AM  (dotted)  
as a function of bandwidth. 
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Table 3.1 Spectral irradiances as a function of bandwidth (BW). 
3-dB Bandwidth(%)        Air mass 1 (W/m2)         Air mass 0 (W/m2) 
      
2.1  15.1  20.1  
4.3  30.62  41.5  
6.5  44.71  60.5  
8.6  59.1  80.2  
10.8  72.9  99.5  
13  86.15  118.2  
15.2  99.43  136.2  
17.4  112.89  154.4  
19.5  126.12  171.5  
21.7  139.86  190.2  
 
               
The power density is related to the electric field and the intrinsic impedance of 
free space ( piη 120= ) [43] by 
 
η2
2ES = . (3.15) 
The open circuit voltage at the terminal ( TV ) of an antenna is equal to the electric 
field times the effective length of the antenna (for a dual polarized /2 dipole 
λ32.0=l ). 
 lEVT =  (3.16) 
The input impedance of an antenna consists of a reactive part AX  and a resistive 
part AR  ( AAin XRZ += ). The maximum power can be delivered to the load when 
the load’s input impedance TZ  is the complex conjugate of the antenna’s 
impedance ( TA ZZ *= ), also known as a conjugate match. A conjugate match 
makes the reactive parts of TX  and AX  cancel each other, and the resistive 
parts TR  and AR  equal to each other. Under a conjugate match, half of the power 
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captured is scattered back and half is delivered to the load. The power at the 
terminal of a /2 dipole in the presence of a reflecting ground plane [44] can be 
calculated by  
 
T
T
T R
V
P
2
2
= , (3.17) 
where TR  is the radiation resistance of a /2 dipole (73 ). 
Table 3.2 shows the results of a calculation of the voltage and the power at the 
antenna’s terminal as a function of bandwidth. 
 
 
Table 3.2 The captured solar power at the terminal of /2 dipole. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BW % 2.1 4.3 6.5 8.6 10.8 13 15.2 17.4 19.5 21.7 
S 
(W/m2) 
15.10 30.62 44.71 59.10 72.90 86.15 99.43 112.89 126.12 139.86 
E 
(V/m) 
75.44 107.44 129.82 149.26 165.78 180.21 193.61 206.29 218.05 229.62 
VT 
( V) 
11.22 15.98 19.31 22.21 24.66 26.81 28.80 30.69 32.44 34.16 
PT 
(pW) 
0.84 1.70 2.48 3.28 4.05 4.79 5.53 6.28 7.01 7.78 
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3.4 Summary 
 The results obtained by the in-depth study of solar radiation characteristics 
in the previous sections are very important and valuable in designing an optimum 
solar rectenna. A typical linearly polarized /2 dipole antenna has a 3-dB 
fractional bandwidth of 15%. According to table 3.2, this antenna is capable of 
capturing a power of 2.75 pW. Given the randomly polarized nature of solar 
radiation, an increase of power by a factor of 2 (to 5.5 pW) is expected when a 
dual polarized /2 dipole antenna is employed. As will be shown in the next 
section, the power captured by a single /2 dipole antenna will not be sufficient 
for a MIM diode to operate in its optimum rectification efficiency region. This 
finding is significant, as it suggests the need to use an array prior to rectification 
in order to increase the captured power. According to Verdet’s theory, the array 
must be configured inside the sun’s coherence circle in order to operate. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE SOLAR RECTIFIER 
 
4.1 Metal-insulator-metal diode (MIM) 
 Rectification can be defined as the transformation of an ac voltage to a dc 
voltage by means of a non-linear device, such as a diode. Schottky diodes are 
routinely used in high frequency rectifiers because of their fast response time. 
However, these diodes have an operating frequency upper limit of approximately 
3 THz [45], which is far below visible light frequencies. The diode of choice for 
the optical frequency rectifier is a metal insulator metal (MIM) diode also known 
as a tunneling diode. These diodes are the fastest available diodes for detection 
in the optical region.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 The structure of a typical metal-insulator-metal diode. 
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As shown in Figure 4.1, such a diode consists of three sections: a polished metal 
on a substrate as the base (anode), a natural oxide layer as the insulator 
(barrier), and another metal layer (cathode). For the tunneling of electrons to take 
place through the insulator layer, this layer must be extremely thin (10 to 50 Å).  
 In order to understand the concept of tunneling in a MIM diode, it is useful 
to start with the customary potential-energy diagram, such as that shown in 
Figure 4.2. As soon as two metals with different work functions make contact ( 1 
> 2) with a thin insulating layer in between, a net electron flow will take place 
from metal 2 to metal 1. This electron flow will continue until the Fermi levels of 
the two metals reach the same level. When the state of equilibrium is reached, 
no further net electron flow takes place. (See Fig. 4.2a). 
 
Figure 4.2 Formation of a rectifying barrier between two metals of different work 
functions; a) equilibrium, b) forward biased, c) reverse biased. 
 
Applying a positive external voltage (smaller than the work function difference) to 
metal 2 will raise the electron level in metal 2 relative to metal 1. By contrast, 
applying a negative voltage will raise the electron level in metal 1 relative to 
metal 2. In either case, the height of the barrier as viewed from the metal 1 side 
does not change. However, the height of the barrier as viewed from the metal 2 
side changes linearly with the applied voltage. Thus, in both cases, the electrons 
do not flow from metal 1 to metal 2 across the barrier, but the net electron flow 
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from metal 2 to metal 1 does vary with the voltage. The electron distribution in 
metal 2 is nearly exponential (Boltzman’s law) [15]; therefore, the current is 
nonlinear with voltage and rectification is possible. 
 The tunneling of an electron with energy E  through a potential barrier 0V  
with width d  is a classical potential well problem with a finite boundary from 
quantum mechanics. Let the electron’s total energy be less than the barrier 
height ( 0VE < ), and have a potential energy V . The classical equation for the 
energy of a particle can be expressed as follows. 
 Kinetic energy + Potential energy = Total energy, 
 EVp
m
=+2
2
1
  (4.1) 
The SchrÖdinger wave equation is the equivalent of the classical equation for the 
energy of a particle in quantum mechanics. 
 
tjVm ∂
Ψ∂
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2
  (4.2) 
For a one dimensional case, the SchrÖdinger wave equation reduces to the 
following form. 
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When ( )tx,Ψ  is represented by ( ) ( )tx φψ , the following Equation (4.4) can be 
obtained. 
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2 φψφψφψ   (4.4) 
Using the technique of separation of variables, the time-dependent and time-
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independent equations can be separated. The time dependent SchrÖdinger wave 
equation is given by 
 
( ) ( ) 0=+ tjE
dt
td φφ

. (4.5) 
The time independent SchrÖdinger wave equation for the potential well with finite 
boundary problem in a one-dimensional case can be presented by 
 ( ) 0)(2)( 22
2
=Ψ−+Ψ xVEm
dx
xd

.  (4.6) 
The SchrÖdinger wave equation can be solved by enforcing the boundary 
condition ( )xΨ  and its slope ( ) dxxd /Ψ  at the boundary to be continuous. 
The solution to this equation is the wave function of an electron traveling in the 
positive x -direction. 
 
)/.2.()( λpiωψ xtjeAx −=
 (4.7) 
Since the de Broglie wavelength λ is equal to ph /  [46], it can be expressed as  
 
( )

VEm
h
p −
==
222 pi
λ
pi
. (4.8) 
Substitution of Equation (4.8) into Equation (4.7) gives the wave function in the 
following form: 
 
( )[ ]/2)( VEmxjtj eAex −−= ωψ . (4.9) 
Since 0=V  outside the barrier and ( ) 0>−VE , the wave equation represents an 
undamped traveling wave. Inside the barrier, on the other hand, 0VV =  and 
( )VE −  is negative, which makes the wave’s amplitude decay exponentially with 
the distance x . Substituting the known values for mass m  and Plank’s constant 
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h  and equating ( )EV −0  to 1ev gives an amplitude spatial decay 1/e folding 
distance of 2 Å. When the potential barrier is sufficiently thin, the electron has a 
certain probability of passing the barrier. The probability of a particle tunneling 
through the barrier [47] can be expressed as in Equation (4.10). 
 
.
2
0 /)(22
2
1 EVmde
P
P
−−
=
 (4.10) 
This is a probability ratio for finding a particle in region one and region two. In 
addition, d  represents the width of the barrier (insulator thickness), m  the mass 
of the particle, 0V  the barrier height, E  the energy of the particle and   Planck’s 
constant divided by pi2 . 
 
4.2 MIM rectifier’s efficiency 
 The discussion regarding the MIM rectifier will begin with a closer look at 
the equivalent circuit model of the MIM diode in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3 The equivalent circuit model of the MIM diode. 
 
The zero bias resistance 0R  of the MIM diode can be approximated by [18] 
 
rr
RRR ST 220
ρ
pi
σ
+=+= . (4.11) 
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TR  is the tunneling resistance, which takes into account the tunneling of the 
electron through the potential barrier and thermo-ionic emission. The tunneling 
resistance is inversely proportional to the contact area, and proportional to the 
tunneling resistivity, which is a function of the height, thickness and relative 
permittivity of the potential barrier. SR  is the spreading resistance, which is 
inversely proportional to the contact diameter, and proportional to the resistivity 
of the metal. DC  is the junction capacitance of the two metal plates separated by 
a dielectric layer, and can be approximated by the parallel plate capacitor 
equation: 
 
d
AC rD 0εε= .  (4.12) 
In Equation (4.12), rε  represents the relative dielectric constant of the insulator, 
A  the contact area and d  the thickness of the dielectric layer. Since the time 
required for tunneling to take place is much shorter than the time period of the 
wave at optical frequencies, the junction capacitance DC  is the limiting factor for 
determining the cut-off frequency of the MIM diode. In combination with the 
antenna’s resistanc AR , the following expression, given by Sanchez [16], can be 
used to calculate the cut-off frequency of the diode: 
 
DA
c CR
f
pi2
1
= . (4.13) 
 
Beyond this cut-off frequency, rectification is still possible. However, the signal 
strength at the output of the MIM will drop approximately by a factor of 2/1 f
.
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Since the rectifier’s efficiency is closely related to the diode’s characteristics, the 
diode’s efficiency can also be used to estimate the rectifier’s efficiency. 
The discussion below will first establish a relationship between the voltage 
rectification efficiency and input voltage of a rectifier with a shunt capacitor LC  at 
the load resistance LR  (See Fig. 4.4).  
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.4 The equivalent circuit model of the MIM rectifier. 
 
 
The MIM diode used for this rectifier was designed and fabricated by the Clean 
Energy Research Center at the University of South Florida. The third order 
approximation of measured I-V characteristics of this MIM diode, which shows 
strong parabolic behavior in the forward region, is presented in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5 The third order approximation of the measured I-V curve of a MIM diode 
(See Appendix D). 
 
 
The MIM diode in Figure 4.4 conducts only during a small interval (0 toφ ) of the 
forward bias portion of the waveform, and charges the capacitor to dcV . When 
LA VV <φcos , the capacitor discharges through the load LR  until LA VV >φcos , the 
diode starts to conduct and recharge the capacitor. The expression for the mean 
current in the circuit is given by 
 θθ
pi
φ
dVV
R
I LAM  −=
0
2
0
)cos(1 . (4.14) 
Integrating the mean current over the 0 to  angle degrees gives 
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The voltage rectification efficiency is defined as the ratio of the dc voltage at the 
load to the peak ac voltage at the input, which is formulated by 
 φη cos==
A
L
V V
V
. (4.16) 
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Replacing the terms with φ  in Equation (4.15) by their equivalent with Vη , the 
mean current reduces to 
 ( ) ( )[ ]212
0
2
13)(cos21
2 VVVV
A
M R
VI ηηηη
pi
−−+= − . (4.17) 
Since MI  is equal to LL RV / , the following closed form relationship between the 
voltage rectification efficiency ( Vη ) and input voltage ( AV ) can be obtained. 
 ( ) ( )212
0
13)(cos21
2
VVLVVL
V
A
RR
R
V
ηηηη
ηpi
−−+
=
−
  (4.18) 
The calculated voltage rectification efficiency using Equation (4.18) is presented 
in Figure 4.6. The value of 0R  was approximated numerically by the central finite 
difference method from the inverse of the first derivative of the MIM diode’s I-V 
curve (See Appendix D).  A maximum voltage rectification efficiency of 25% can 
be achieved when the input voltage maximum to the MIM diode is approximately 
0.20 Volt. 
 
Figure 4.6 The MIM rectifier’s voltage rectification efficiency. 
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The efficiency of rectifiers is usually expressed as the ratio of the dc- power at 
the load to the ac-power at the rectifier’s input. The relationship 
 
IN
L
L
IN
DC
R P
R
V
P
P
2
==η , (4.19) 
can be used to calculate the dc-power rectification efficiency. Since the voltage 
rectification efficiency, input voltage and load resistance are all known quantities, 
the dc-power can be calculated. 
 
  Figure 4.7 The MIM rectifier’s power rectification efficiency. 
 
The result of the dc-power rectification efficiency is presented in Figure 4.7, using 
Equation (4.19). As can be seen, the maximum power rectification efficiency that 
can be achieved with this MIM diode is approximately 22% with an input power of 
0.154 mW. In order to validate the accuracy of the derived closed form 
equations, the calculated efficiencies will be compared to simulated efficiencies 
in the following section. 
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4.3 Modeling and design of the solar rectifier  
 The logical approach to modeling the MIM rectifier would be to start with a 
behavioral model of the MIM diode. The dc I-V curve of a MIM diode can be used 
to extract the data needed to generate a behavioral model for the MIM diode. 
The measured I-V curve of an Al-Al2O3-Cr-Au MIM-diode was used to model the 
zero bias resistance of this diode. In order to model the voltage dependent 
resistance part of the MIM diode, the data point must be curve-fitted to a 
polynomial. The following third order polynomial approximates the behavior of the 
measured I-V curve of the MIM diode: 
 00004.0009.0101.039992.0)( 23 +++= vvvvi . (4.20) 
The coefficients of the polynomial can also be used to model the non-linear 
resistance 
 
.....1
)( 2
21 +++
==
vCvC
R
di
dv
vR  (4.21) 
of the MIM diode, where R  represents the diode’s resistance at zero volt input. It 
must be noted that the tunneling resistance TR  and contact resistance SR  are 
lumped together as 0R  and cannot be separated. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, 
0R  is very large in the reverse bias region and drops rapidly in the forward 
region. The MIM diode reaches its maximum rectification efficiency when the 
diode’s resistance drops to its minimum value. 
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Figure 4.8 The zero bias resistance of the MIM diode. 
The value of the MIM diode’s capacitance ( pFC 162= ) was also 
calculated as part of the behavioral model, using the parallel plate capacitor 
equation. The MIM diode parameters used for the calculation were: 
 contact area               A  = 10 nm2, 
 insulator thickness     d  =  50 ,  
 dielectric constant      rε  = 9.1.     
 
The calculated parameters of the diode (R_diode and C_ diode) were used in 
Agilent’s Advanced Design System (ADS) simulator to create a behavioral model 
of the MIM diode. The model was subsequently used in a rectifier for a harmonic 
balance simulation. (See Fig. 4.9). 
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Figure 4.9 The lumped element model of the MIM rectifier. 
 
 
The V_source in the lumped element model represents the antenna and its input 
impedance Ω= 50AR . The L_LPF and C_LPF are the sections of the low-pass 
filter. The L_bias acts as a dc return path for self-biasing of the diode, and the 
C_dc functions as the dc-pass filter. The result of the S parameter simulation of 
this model is shown in Figure 4.10. According to the MIM diode’s cut-off 
frequency ( GHzf c 20= ), which was calculated using Equation (4.13), the MIM 
diode performance must degrade above this frequency. This degradation can be 
seen in Figure 4.10 as the S11 approaches unity above the cut-off frequency.  
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Figure 4.10 The simulated S11 of the MIM rectifier (See Appendix D). 
 
Also, the real and imaginary parts of the rectifier are presented in Figure 4.11. 
The rectifier’s input impedance matches the antenna’s impedance at 
approximately 10 GHz. The matching takes place when the reactive element of 
the diode is compensated by the reactive element of the matching network (the 
imaginary part of inZ  goes to zero), and the resistance of the rectifier approaches 
the antenna’s input resistance ( Ω= 40inZ ).  
 
Figure 4.11 The real (solid) and imaginary (dotted) part of the MIM rectifier’s Zin. 
Frequency (GHz) 
Frequency (GHz) 
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 In order to verify the accuracy of the closed form equations developed for the 
efficiencies, the lumped element model was simulated to determine the 
rectification efficiency, while the input power was varied from 0 to 1.54 mW. The 
fundamental frequency was selected at 10 MHz. The results of this simulation 
were compared to previously calculated results. (See Figs. 4.12 and 4.13). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Comparison of calculated and simulated voltage rectification efficiencies 
(See Appendix D). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Comparison of calculated and simulated power rectification efficiencies 
(See Appendix D). 
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The results of these two models (calculation and simulation) correlate very 
closely, providing valuable insight into the MIM diode’s behavior in rectification 
and its corresponding efficiency. As was shown in section 3.3, the power 
available at the terminal of a /2 dipole in the visible spectrum is approximately 
2.75 pW. According to Figure 4.13, the corresponding rectification efficiency for 
an input power of 2.75 pW is less than 1%, which was already reported by 
Berland [38]. 
Finally, the behavioral model developed needed to be tested against a 
prototype rectifier for validation. The prototype rectifier was designed at 2.5 GHz, 
using a Schottky diode (Agilent HCSH-9161 GaAS). The behavioral model for the 
Schottky diode was developed using the same method employed for the MIM 
diode’s behavioral model. The rectifier was modeled as a distributed element 
because it provides a more accurate model of the transmission lines in the 
circuit. The distributed element model of the 2.5 GHz rectifier is shown in Figure 
4.14.  
 
 
Figure 4.14 The distributed element model of the 2.5 GHz rectifier. 
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The distributed low-pass filter was designed as a 3-section 0.5 dB ripple 
Chebyshev filter. The inductor L_bias was designed from a piece of transmission 
line, which functions as a choke at 2.5 GHz. The dc-pass C_dc was modeled 
using a lumped elements’ model. An ideal 100  resistor was used for the R_L. 
The simulated S11 of the rectifier’s behavioral model is preseented in Figure 
4.15. The S11 of  23 dB is achieved by the low-pass filter, which also functions 
as a matching network between the diode and the source. 
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Figure 4.15 The simulated S11 of the 2.5 GHz Schottky rectifier. 
 
A simulation was also done of the dc power rectification efficiency of the 
developed behavioral model of the Schottky rectifier. The result of the power 
rectification efficiency is presented in Figure 4.16.  
Frequency (GHz) 
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This rectifier achieves its peak efficiency at a higher input power than the MIM 
rectifier, as it has an offset voltage of 0.26 V. 
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Figure 4.16 The simulated efficiency of the 2.5 GHz Schottky rectifier. 
 
4.4 Full-wave rectification 
 A rectifier can be designed as a half-wave or full-wave rectifier. In contrast 
to the full-wave rectification, which uses two diodes, half-wave rectification can 
be achieved with one diode. Full-wave rectification by two diodes is achieved by 
using a center tapped transformer with two outputs that are 180 degrees out of 
phase with each other. Figure 4.17 illustrates the differences at the output of a 
half-wave and a full-wave rectifier. Obviously, full-wave rectification is more 
efficient than half-wave rectification. As one can see, the half-wave rectification 
scheme does not make efficient use of the entire signal, and half of the captured 
power is not used efficiently, which results in a smaller Vmin compared to the full-
wave rectification scheme. Another advantage of a full-wave rectifier over its half-
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wave counterpart is the smaller ripple factor. The amaller riple is because the 
capacitor in a full-wave rectifier is more effective in reducing the ripple since the 
frequency is doubled.  
 
 
Figure 4.17 The output voltage of rectifiers; a) half-wave, b) full-wave. 
 
Since the full-wave rectifier is far superior to the half-wave rectifier, the 
solar rectifier should also be designed as a full-wave rectifier to ensure maximum 
efficiency performance. Full-wave rectification in the solar rectenna can be 
accomplished by using two diodes. The signals at these diodes’ inputs must 
be180 degrees out of phase with each other. The 180-degree phase shift can be 
accomplished by using two pieces of transmission line, one of which should be a 
half-wave length longer than the other. However, this requires two feed lines for 
the excitation of the antenna, which can be realized by the electromagnetic 
coupling (EMC) feed technique. EMC also serves to isolate the two ports from 
each other. In order to validate the concept of full wave rectification, a 2.5 GHz 
patch antenna with EMC feed technique was designed and simulated, using 
Hewlett Packard EEsof Momentum simulator. Figure 4.18 presents the layout of 
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a 2.5 GHz patch antenna with its EMC feeds. As one can see, feed 1 is a half 
wave length shorter than feed 2, causing P1 to lag 180 degrees behind P2.  
 
 
  
Figure 4.18 Patch antenna fed by two EMC transmission lines. 
The two ports’ simulated S11 and S22 are shown in Figure 4.17. Both ports have 
exhibited very low S11 and S22 at 2.75 GHz, which is the frequency of 
resonance for the antenna. Port 2’s behavior is more inductive and it has a 
smaller input impedance relative to port 1 because of its longer length. 
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Figure 4.19 The simulated S11 and S22 of the full-wave rectifier. 
 
As shown in Figure 4.20, the isolation between the two ports at the antenna’s 
resonant frequency is around -10 dB, which results in very small leakage from 
port 1 to port 2 and vice versa. 
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Figure 4.20 The simulated isolation of the full-wave rectifier. 
 
Frequency (GHz) Frequency (GHz) 
Frequency (GHz) Frequency (GHz) 
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Finally, the phases of the S11 and S22 at the two ports are shown in Figure 4.21. 
As expected, the relative phase difference between the two ports’ S11 and S22  
is approximately 179.75 degrees. 
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Figure 4.21 The simulated phases of S11 and S22 of the full-wave rectifier  
on the Smith chart. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SOLAR ARRAY ANTENNA 
 
5.1 Dielectric rod antenna (DRA) 
 A DRA, dielectric rod antenna, in the nanometer-wave range applications 
can be found in the human retina, which is a good example of nature’s choice of 
an optical detector. There are two types of photoreceptors in the retina (rods and 
cones). The rods are most sensitive to light intensity, shape and movement, 
while the cones are more sensitive to color. These rods are 100  in length and 
2.6  in diameter, and some 125 million of them function to detect visible light in 
the human eye [48], [49]. 
 
Figure 5.1 The structure of a dielectric rod antenna. 
 
The dielectric rod antenna belongs to the group of surface wave antennas.  
As shown in Figure 5.1, a typical dielectric rod antenna is comprised of a feed, 
launcher and radiator. The feed, consists of a monopole inside a piece of 
waveguide, and excites the 10TE  mode in a rectangular – or 11TE  mode in a 
Feed Launcher Radiator 
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circular - waveguide, which is coupled by the launcher into a surface wave on the 
dielectric. The radiator’s terminal is tapered in order to match the impedance of 
the rod to free space for efficient radiation of the surface wave into free space. 
The surface wave on the dielectric is a hybrid mode 11HE , also known as the 
dipole mode (See Fig. 5.2). A hybrid mode has both electric and magnetic 
components in the direction of the wave’s propagation. The 11HE  mode is the 
dominant surface wave mode and the DRA in this mode behaves as an end fire 
antenna. The higher transversal modes, such as the 01TE  and 10TM  generate a 
null in the end-fire direction, and have no practical application (except for 
scientific research).[50] The electromagnetic wave is partially confined inside the 
dielectric rod and travels sinusoidally down the rod (surface wave), and some of 
the wave travels with exponential decay outside the dielectric (evanescent-
wave). 
 
Figure 5.2 The dielectric rod with dipole mode: 
(a) cross section, (b) side view. 
The field distribution along a surface wave antenna is shown in Figure 5.3. 
The hump in the graph appears near the feed. The amount and degree of the 
hump depend on the feed and feed taper structure. At a distance minl  from the 
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feed, the surface wave is well established. The radiated wave from the feed, 
which propagates at the velocity of light, leads the surface wave by about 120°. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Amplitude of the field A(z) along the surface wave antenna structure. 
 
For the maximum gain design of a surface wave antenna, the location of minl  on 
the rod must be about halfway between the feed and the termination. Because 
the surface wave is quite established at this point, the rest of the 
rod’s length serves only to carry the feed and terminal radiation into the 
appropriate phase relation for the maximum gain. This relation is given in 
Equation (5.1). 
 
30minmin
pi
=− klkl z  (5.1) 
 
The maximum gain for a rod antenna can be obtained by meeting the Hansen-
Woodyard condition [51], which is only valid for very long antennas 0λ>>l . This 
condition requires the phase difference at the terminal between the surface wave 
and the free space wave from the feed to be approximately 180° (plotted as the 
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upper line in Fig. 5.4). When 100% excitation efficiency is achieved, no radiation 
occurs from the feed. As a result, no interference takes place at the terminal due 
to feed radiation, and the antenna needs to be just long enough for the surface 
wave to be established (plotted as the lower line in Fig. 5.4). Ehrenspeck and 
Pöhler’s experimental work [51] have determined the optimum phase difference 
between the feed and the terminal for long Yagi-Uda antennas without feed taper 
(plotted as the center curve in Figure 5.4). The phase velocity along the antenna 
and the relative length of the rod for the maximum gain design can be 
determined from Figure 5.4. 
 
Figure 5.4 Relative phase velocity for the maximum gain as a function of the relative 
antenna length (HW=Hansen-Woodyard condition, EP=Ehrenspeck and Pöhler 
experimental values, 100%=idealized perfect excitation). 
 
The gain of a long ( 0λ>>l ) uniformly illuminated end-fire antenna whose phase 
velocity satisfies Hansen and Woodyard condition is given in Equation (5.2) 
according to Zucker [51]. 
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0
7
λ
lG ≅ .  (5.2) 
However, the gain is higher for shorter antennas in Figure 5.5, which is due to 
much higher excitation efficiency and the presence of a hump. 
The half power beamwidth (HPBW) of the optimum design rod antenna [51] can 
be determined by 
 
l
055 λθ =∆ .  (5.3) 
 
Figure 5.5 Gain and beamwidth of a surface wave antenna as a function of the relative 
antenna length λ/l  (solid lines are optimum values; dashed lines are 
for low side lobes and broadband designs). 
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At millimeter and optical frequencies, the DRA offers significant advantages to 
high gain antennas, such as the Yagi-Uda and horn antennas. These advantages 
are low cost and ease of manufacturing, as well as the antenna’s design. 
Moreover, the degree of mutual coupling is limited in array applications. The 
upper and lower bound of separation between the adjacent elements d , half 
power beamwidth θ  and gain G  of an array of dielectric rods can be determined 
by the following equations according to Zucker [51].  
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The derivation of field expressions for a dielectric rod antenna is rather 
lengthy, and is presented in Appendix A. The most important results will be 
presented below. When the dielectric rod is excited by an asymmetrical wave for 
which the phase around the circumference of the rod changes its sign n times, the 
vector potential needs to depend on the parameter φ , and can be expressed as 
 
( ) ( )zAA nnEzE γρ φφ −= expcossin .  (5.5) 
Under the condition that:  
 (1) The field within the rod is finite at 0=ρ  
 (2) The field outside the rod goes to zero as ∞→ρ  
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the wave equation 022 =+∇ EE AA εµω  gives the following equations: 
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where nH  and nJ  are the Hankel and Bessel function of the first kind 
respectively. Let the dielectric rod be exited by a vertical probe ( 2/piφ = ), then 
the expressions for the electric and magnetic vector potential reduce to  
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As already mentioned, the dipole mode is a hybrid mode. Therefore, there must 
be two complete sets of equations for the E  and H  type waves. By simply 
combining the E  and H  modes together, we will obtain the hybrid HE  mode, 
under the following conditions: 
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Thus, a complete set of equations can be obtained for field components of the 
hybrid HE  mode.  
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The field components for inside of rod, r<ρ , are 
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and the field components for outside of rod , r>ρ , are 
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The method used to derive an expression for the radiation pattern is 
based on Huyghens principle and the elementary ray theory. This method 
provides an expression which contains the rod parameters, length, diameter and 
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dielectric constant as well as the operating wave length. It is applicable to a rod 
excited in the 11HE  mode, and describes quite successfully the variation in the 
main lobe of the pattern. This method of analysis has been used by Halliday and 
Kiely [52]. 
A wave in a dielectric rod exited in the 11HE  mode can be resolved into an 
infinite number of uniform plane polarized waves. These waves follow zigzag 
paths down the rod, and refraction as well as reflection takes place at the 
dielectric-air boundary as shown in Figure 5.6. The refracted portion undergoes a 
phase change. The reflected portion gets refracted and reflected at the next 
dielectric-air boundary, so that each time, the radiated portion gets smaller than 
the previous radiated portion. This mechanism in the rod is responsible for the 
increase of radiation efficiency as the length of the rod increases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6 The path of the plane wave along a dielectric rod. 
 
As shown in Figure 5.7, the rod can be considered as n equidistant point 
radiators. The distance between the adjacent points on the rod is a , and the path 
difference between the adjacent rays outside the rod is b . Each point is 
considered an elementary radiator, and they are out of phase with the respect to 
each other. The radiation from path element 2 has a shorter path to travel to 
point p  than element 1, and arrives with a phase lag. 
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Figure 5.7 Elementary radiators along a rod. 
 
The phase differences along the two paths are: 
 
0
2
λ
piφ aa =∆ ,  (5.11) 
 
0
2
λ
piφ bb =∆ . (5.12) 
The total phase difference at point p  between the two adjacent radiators is 
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where λλ /0=K  and θ  is the bearing of p  with the respect to the rod’s axis. 
The phase delay between the adjacent rays is the same for the entire rod, but the 
amplitude decreases along the rod. When the phase-change factor of the wave is 
written as φ∆je , and the amplitude of the field component due to each element as 
E∆ , the total field intensity at point p  can be expressed as, 
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Since the rod’s length L  and E∆  are equal to ( )an 1−  and nE /  respectively, 
Equation (5.14) can be rewritten as 
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When n  approaches infinity, the following expression can be obtained for the 
total E  field at observation point p . 
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5.2 Nonradiating dielectric waveguide (NRD) 
 The nonradiative dielectric waveguide was first proposed by Yoneyama 
and Nishida [53] based on the idea of the metallic waveguide evanescent-mode 
filter. The advantage to the NRD guide is its low transmission loss and complete 
suppression of radiation. The NRD guide consists of a dielectric strip, which is 
sandwiched between two parallel plates, as shown in Figure 5.8.  
 
 
Figure 5.8 Cross-sectional view of a NRD guide. 
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Structurally, it resembles the H-guide, except that the plates are separated by a 
distance less than 2/0λ . The TE  modes are then cut off in the air region, while 
the electromagnetic waves in the dielectric strip can propagate. As in a parallel 
plate guide, where air is the intervening medium, the electric fields of the TE  
modes are parallel to the metal plates. Since the TE  modes have a maximum 
amplitude at the boundary of the dielectric and air interface, and a minimum 
amplitude at the boundary of the dielectric and the conductor, the conductor 
losses are minimized.  
 The modes in a NRD guide are hybrid, which have both electric and 
magnetic components in the longitudinal direction. They are known as 
longitudinal section magnetic ( LSM ) and longitudinal section electric ( LSE ) 
modes. In the LSM  mode, the magnetic field is parallel to the air dielectric 
interface, while in the LSE  mode, the electric field is parallel to that interface. The 
operating mode of the NRD guide is the lowest LSE  mode, which is expressed 
as 10LSM . Since the yH  component in the LSM  mode is not excited, field 
analysis must start by solving 
 
( ) .022 =+∇ yEk  (5.17) 
The other field components are then determined, using the following 
expressions: 
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where: 
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The LSM  even modes are of primary importance because they include the 
operating mode of the NRD guide as a constituent. Using the following boundary 
conditions; yE  must vanish on the metal pate and yEε  is continuous across the 
dielectric-air interfaces, yE  can be solved from Equation (5.17). Substitution of 
this solution into the first and last Equation of (5.18) leads to the field expressions 
for the dielectric region ( 2/by ≤ ). 
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and for the air region ( 2/by ≥ ). 
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where: 
 ( ) ,,2,1,/ 222 =−= mamh piβ  (5.23) 
 .
22
0
22
0
2 pkqkh r ==−= ε  (5.24) 
The upper and lower signs in the above equations refer to the air region defined 
by 2/by ≥  and ,2/by ≤  respectively. The field equations presented here 
satisfy not only the continuity of yEε  across the dielectric-air interface, but also 
the components xH  and zH . Letting the other field components and zE  also be 
continuous across the same interface gives the characteristic equation 
 ( ) pqbq rε=2/tan , (5.25) 
with the auxiliary relation 
 ( ) .1 2022 kpq r −=+ ε  (5.26) 
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Field analysis for odd modes of the LSM  can be carried out in the same fashion, 
which results in the characteristic equation 
 ( ) pqbq rε−=2/cot , (5.27) 
with the same auxiliary relation as in Equation (5.26). 
Accordingly, a complete system of eigenvalues np  and nq  (with ,1,0=n ) can 
be obtained by mixing the even and odd modes’ eigenvalues. Using Equation 
(5.25) and Equation (5.26), the phase constant can be expressed as 
 
( ) ( ) .// 22202220 nnrmn pamkqamk +−=−−= pipiεβ  (5.28) 
 
The transmission losses of NRD guide consist of the dielectric loss and 
conductor loss, and can be expressed as [54] 
 dct ααα += . (5.29) 
These losses can be calculated by perturbation approaches as follows: 
 ,
2 t
c
c P
W
=α  (5.30) 
 ,
2 t
d
d P
W
=α  (5.31) 
where cW  and dW  are the dissipated power per unit length due to conduction and 
dielectric losses, and tP  is the total power carried by the dominant 10LSM  mode 
in the NRD guide. These quantities can be calculated, using the field expressions 
given in Equations. (5.21) and (5.22) in the following: 
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where ( )δtan  is the loss tangent of the dielectric material, and sR  is the surface 
resistance of the metal plates, which is given by 
 ,
2
0
σ
ωµ
=sR  (5.35) 
where σ  is the conductivity of the metal plates. The final expressions for the 
losses can be obtained by substituting the calculated quantities for dissipated 
powers and total power into Equations. (5.30) and (5.31) 
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The attenuation losses for a transmission line, a metallic waveguide and NRD 
guide were calculated, and are presented in Table 5.1. The metallic waveguide 
has a much lower attenuation than the the transmission line and the NRD guide 
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at 7 and 50 GHz, but at the optical frequency, 590 THz,  the NRD’s attenuation is 
much lower than either the metallic waveguide or the transmission line. 
 
Table 5.1 The attenuation of three types of transmission guide. 
           Frequency 
Attenuation 
      7 GHz 
  
        50 GHz 
 
       590 THz 
 
 TL     (dB/m) 
    11.369  06     30.386  106       3301 106 
 WG   (dB/m)     0.074     1.376 
      1.569 106 
 NRD (dB/m)     0.255     2.919 
      1.186 104 
 
 
 
5.3 Method of excitation for solar antenna 
 Traditionally, the DRA and NRD guides are excited by a piece of metallic 
waveguide in their dominant modes. The transition from a waveguide to a printed 
circuit and the fabrication of a waveguide at optical frequency are the main 
disadvantages to this excitation technique. Han, et al, [55] have reported 
successful results for the transition of the microstrip to the NRD guide, which is 
based on the concept of the aperture coupling technique. When the bottom 
ground plane of the NRD guide is also used as the ground plane for the 
microstrip, the desired transition can be achieved by etching a slot in this 
common ground plane right above the microstrip line along the NRD guide. 
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Figure 5.9 shows such a transition for the proposed solar antenna. Once the 
wave is coupled to the NRD through the aperture, another slot at the top ground 
plane of the NRD can be used to excite the rod antenna. 
 
Figure 5.9 The excitation mechanism in a solar antenna. 
 
Davidovitz [56] has proposed an equivalent circuit model for the transition 
of a microstrip to NRD guide, as shown in Figure 5.10. The slot behaves as a 
shunt load Y1 to the NRD guide, but acts as a series element Y2 on the side of 
the microstrip. The NRD guide is represented as a line operating in 10LSM  mode, 
while the /4 length line behaves as an impedance inverter between the NRD 
and Y1. The line t represents the waveguide formed by the slot in the ground 
plane, and N1 and N2 are the transformers’ turns ratios. 
 
Figure 5.10 Equivalent circuit model of the NRD guide to the microstrip line transition. 
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 Reddy, et al, [57] modeled the slot on the top ground plane of the NRD, 
which is based on Oliner’s work [58] on slotted waveguides (See Fig 5.10). This 
model represents the slot discontinuity as a shunt impedance to the NRD 
waveguide, and jx is the reactive part of the slot impedance due to stored energy 
in the NRD waveguide. Again, the line t represents the waveguide formed by the 
slot in the ground plane with Z0 impedance, and N is the transformer’s turns ratio. 
Zs represents the unloaded aperture impedance on the ground plane. Since the 
slot in a solar antenna is loaded with the dielectric rod antenna, Zs must be 
determined for a loaded slot. 
 
Figure 5.11 Equivalent circuit model of a slot in ground plane of the NRD guide. 
 
5.4 Modeling and design of the solar array antenna 
 As already mentioned, the solar antenna must have a high gain, and low 
losses at optical frequencies. The antenna shown in Figure 5.12 satisfies these 
requirements. It consists of a piece of TL as the primary feed, a section of NRD 
as the secondary feed, two metallic plates as the ground planes, and a section of 
DRA as the radiator. 
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Figure 5.12 The structure of the solar antenna. 
 
A frequency of 7 GHz was chosen for prototyping the solar antenna, since lower 
frequency prototyping has the advantage of eliminating higher frequency 
parasitics (elimination of uncertainty in the measurements) and involves much 
less complicated procedures for fabrication and measurement. The prototype 
solar antenna was designed for 7 GHz frequency using the Ansoft HFSS 3D E.M. 
simulator platform. Subsequently, the prototype was fabricated on a substrate 
made of FR-4 material as the common ground plane, and aluminum was used as 
the NRD’s upper ground plane. Teflon was used as the dielectric material for the 
waveguide and the radiator because of its low transmission losses. The rod’s 
length is one wave length, and that of the waveguide, four guided wave lengths. 
 The electric fields along the NRD and DRA of the solar antenna generated 
by the simulation are presented in Figure 5.13. The standing waves are 
illustrated by light regions inside the DRA, and no radiation takes place from the 
open structure of the NRD. The electric field inside the rod travels (traveling 
wave) upward until it reaches the dielectric air interface and launches into space. 
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Figure 5.13 The electric fields along the NRD and DRA of the solar antenna. 
 
The E and H fields’ radiation patterns from the simulation are shown in Figure 
5.14. The antenna is an end fire antenna, as can be seen from the E field 
pattern, and has a half power beamwidth of approximately 55 degrees, which is 
in agreement with Equation (5.3). The side lobes are 15 dB lower than the main 
lobe, while the back lobes are suppressed to18 dB lower than the main lobe. This 
was done by placing a reflector at the back of the antenna. Given the simulation 
results, the gain of the prototype antenna is expected to be approximately 8 dBi, 
which is in agreement with Hansen and Woodyard’s condition in Equation (5.2). 
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Figure 5.14 Simulated radiation patterns of the solar antenna: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
 A two-element solar array prototype was also designed at 7 GHz, which is 
shown in Figure 5.15. In order to minimize the coupling loss between the rods, 
the separation between the dielectric rods was determined from Equation (5.4), 
and was optimized during the simulation in order to achieve an optimum gain. 
The optimum separation is approximately 50 mm. 
 
  
 
 
Figure 5.15 The structure of the solar array. 
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The electric fields along the NRD and DRA of the solar array are also presented 
in Figure 5.16. The standing wave patterns are illustrated as the light regions 
inside the DRA. The electric fields inside the rods travel upward (traveling wave) 
in phase with each other until they reach the dielectric air interfaces and are 
launched into space. 
 
 
Figure 5.16 The electric fields along the NRD and DRA of the solar array. 
 
The E and H fields’ radiation pattern from the simulation are shown in Figure 
5.17. The array has a half power beamwidth of approximately 20 degrees. The 
side lobes are 12 dB lower than the main lobe, while the back lobes are 
suppressed to 21 dB lower than the main lobe. The gain of the prototype antenna 
is approximately 10 dBi; as expected, this is 3 dB higher than the single element 
solar antenna. 
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Figure 5.17 The radiation patterns of the solar array antenna: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
The prototype solar antennas designed so far are linearly polarized and are only 
capable of intercepting half of the randomly polarized solar radiation. In order to 
take advantage of the other half of solar radiation as well, the solar antenna was 
modified to enable dual polarization interception. The concept of dual polarization 
used for the solar antenna is a variation on work reported by Beguin et al. [59]. 
(See Fig 5.18).  
 
Figure 5.18 The dual polarized slot-feed structure. 
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In their work, the radiator is fed by two orthogonal transmission lines (P1 and 
P2), through two orthogonal slots. The transmission lines in this feeding method 
run over each other beneath the slots, which is a disadvantage of this technique. 
To overcome this problem in the design of the prototype solar antenna, the 
transmission lines were separated by positioning them at opposite ends of the 
NRD guide, as shown in Figure 5.19. This technique improves the isolation 
between the two ports. Furthermore, it ensures that P1 and P2 are completely 
orthogonal with respect to each other, as will be demonstrated in chapter 7.    
 
 
Figure 5.19 The feed structure of dual polarized solar antenna. 
 
The polarization response of the proposed dual polarized solar antenna was 
simulated, and is presented in Figure 5.20. As can be seen, the two polarizations 
P1 and P2 are completely orthogonal to each other, with very high isolation 
between the two ports. Given the simulation results, the isolation between the 
two ports is expected to be approximately -27 dB. 
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Figure 5.20 The polarization response of the dual polarized solar antenna: 
a) polarization 1, and b) polarization 2. 
 
The simulated E and H fields’ radiation pattern of the two polarizations are shown 
in Figures 5.21 and 5.22, respectively. As can be seen from the E field patterns 
of the P1 and P2, the antenna still behaves as an end fire, and has a half power 
beamwidth of approximately 55 degrees. The side lobes are 18 dB lower than the 
main lobe, and the back lobes are suppressed to18 dB lower than the main lobe. 
The prototype antenna’s gain is expected to be approximately 7 dBi. 
 
Figure 5.21 The radiation pattern of polarization 1: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
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Figure 5.22 The radiation pattern of polarization 2: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
 Since the RDA and NRD have a broad bandwidth as compared to that of 
the transmission lines, the only limiting factor regarding the bandwidth of the 
solar antenna is the feed’s transmission line. The typical bandwidth of the printed 
antenna with the electromagnetic coupling feed technique is less than 5 %.  
Based on Pozar’s work [9], a prototype patch antenna was designed at 7 GHz to 
study the effectiveness of tuning stubs in improving bandwidth.  
 
Figure 5.23 Electromagnetically coupled patch antenna with tuning stubs. 
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The patch in Figure 5.23 is considered to be electromagnetically coupled to the 
feed line, also known as an EMC patch. The patch is etched on the top substrate 
(superstrate) without any ground plane, while the feed line is etched on the 
bottom substrate with the ground plane at the back. The two substrates may be 
of different thickness and relative dielectric constant, which gives more freedom 
in the antenna design. As can be seen in the electromagnetic coupling technique, 
the feed line is extended /4 underneath the patch (also called overlap), and is 
left open-circuited. Two tuning stubs are used for bandwidth improvement, which 
will increase the patches’ fractional bandwidth from 3 to 13 percent. The position 
of these stubs from the edge of the patch is critical to the broadband matching of 
the antenna.    
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Figure 5.24 The simulated S11 of the EMC patch antenna. 
 
The simulated S11 is presented in Figure 5.24, using a Hewlett Packard EEsof 
Momentum simulator.  
Frequency (GHz) 
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The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR ) of the antenna is also calculated by  
 Γ−
Γ+
=
1
1
VSWR
, (5.38) 
where Γ is the absolute value of the reflection coefficient. The result of this 
calculation is presented versus the frequency in Figure 5.25. The expected 
bandwidth value (2:1 VSWR ) is approximately 11.5 %, an improvement of 8.5% 
that can be attributed to the tuning stubs.  
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Figure 5.25 The simulated VSWR of the EMC patch antenna. 
Frequency (GHz) 
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CHAPTER 6 
INTERCONNECTION OF SOLAR RECTENNAS’ ARRAY 
 
6.1 Theoretical analysis with a linear equivalent circuit 
The interconnection of the rectenna array can be analyzed with regard to 
mutual coupling and the method for interconnecting rectifying elements. The rf-dc 
conversion of a single element rectenna reaches its maximum efficiency at an 
optimum input power and an optimum load resistance. The optimum load 
resistance and input power of a rectenna array differs from the optimum load 
resistance and input power of a single element rectenna. These differences in 
optimum values between an array and a single element can be analyzed by 
employing of the maximum power transfer theorem. Two equivalent circuit 
models for a single element rectenna are presented in Figure 6.1.  
                  
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 The equivalent circuit model of a single element rectenna with its load 
resistance: (a) linear model (b) nonlinear model. 
 
a b 
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A single element rectenna can be modeled as a dc voltage source SV  with 
a constant internal resistance SR , as shown inside the dotted area in Figure 6.1a. 
It should be noted that the rectenna’s resistance SR  is a nonlinear resistance and 
changes as the input power varies. In a more accurate model by Miura et al. [33], 
the SR  is replaced by a nonlinear resistance as is shown in Figure 6.1b. The 
linear model by Shinohara and Matsumoto [23], that will be used for the 
theoretical analysis provides good results with less complex computations. The 
load voltage, current and power can be calculated, using the linear equivalent 
circuit model in Figure 6.1a by  
 
 
LS
S
L RR
VI
+
= , (6.1) 
 S
LS
L
L VRR
RV
+
= , (6.2) 
 ( )
2
2 S
LS
L
L VRR
R
P
+
= . (6.3) 
The maximum power transfer is achieved, when the condition SL RR =  is 
satisfied. This maximum power at the load LP  will be equal to half of the 
rectenna’s open dc voltage SV . However, the power at load will drop to a 
minimum as SV  decreases, which in turn causes SR  to increase ( SL RR < ). As 
will be demonstrated shortly, the change in the input power of a rectenna has a 
different degrading impact on the overall performance of an array when the 
rectennas are connected in a series or parallel configuration.  
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Figure 6.2 The linear equivalent circuit model of two element rectennas 
connected in series. 
 
As shown in Figure 6.2, two rectennas are connected in a series. The 
rectennas are represented by two dc power supplies 1SV  and 2SV , and their 
internal resistance 1SR  and 2SR . The load voltage, current and power in a series 
connection in an array can be calculated by the following equations. 
 
 
LSS
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L RRR
VVI
++
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=
11
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  (6.4) 
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L VVRRR
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++
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 ( )
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L
L VVRRR
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++
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For the maximum power transfer theorem to be satisfied, the load resistance 
must be equal to the sum of the internal resistances 21 SSL RRR += . This optimum 
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load resistance can be considered a combination of 21 LL RR + . Since the optimum 
load resistance is also equal to the internal source resistances, 11 SL RR =  and 
22 SL RR =  must hold. Using these relationships in Equations (6.4) to (6.6) gives 
the following new expressions for the load voltage, current and power.  
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As will be demonstrated shortly, the notation presented in Equations (6.7) to (6.9) 
is more convenient for expressing the performance differences between the 
elements in an array. 
 The parallel connection of the rectennas in an array is presented in 
Figure 6.3. By applying Kirchoff’s law, the optimum load resistance LR  can be 
determined for the maximum power transfer, as  
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As in the case of the series connection, the relationships 11 SL RR =  and 22 SL RR =  
must hold. The load voltage, current and power for the parallel connection of 
rectennas can be expressed by the following equations. 
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As one can see, the dc output power of the array in the parallel case is the same 
as in the series case. The main differences between these two array 
configurations are the current and the voltage that they provide to the load. 
 
Figure 6.3 The linear equivalent circuit model of two element rectennas 
connected in parallel. 
 
When one rectenna operates less efficiently than the others, it will have an 
impact on the overall efficiency of the array. In determining the impact on the 
array’s efficiency of differences in the performance of individual rectennas, it is 
convenient to define the proportionality constantα  in Equations (6.14)-(6.16). 
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 21 LL II α=  (6.14) 
 
 21 LL VV α=  (6.15) 
 
 2
2
1 LL PP α=  (6.16) 
The value of α  can be measured experimentally. The equation for the power at 
the load can be rewritten as 
 2
2
2
)1(
LL PP
α+
= . (6.17) 
In addition, the sum of the dc outputs of the two rectennas can be rewritten in 
terms of 2LP . 
 2
2
21 )1( LLLSUM PPPP α+=+=  (6.18) 
The difference between Equations (6.17) and (6.18) must always be a non-
negative value because the proportionality constant can never be bigger than 
unity ( 1≤α ). 
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 (6.19) 
The dc power at the load in Equation (6.19) is equal to the sum of the dc powers 
of the individual elements when both rectennas show equal performance ( 1=α ). 
On the other hand, if the rectennas are not performing equally ( 1≠α ), the power 
at the load must be less than the sum of the individual elements’ dc power.  
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6.2 The hybrid interconnect method 
In addition to the two options described for interconnecting rectennas in an 
array, it is also desirable to have a general formulation for the combination of 
series and parallel interconnection methods, (also known as the hybrid 
interconnection method). Ishizawa’s [24] formulation of the output power for the 
hybrid interconnection case will be presented below. The array of rectennas is 
comprised of m  elements in a series and n  blocks in parallel, as shown in Figure 
6.4. Once again, the assumption is that all the elements have the same 
characteristics. 
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Figure 6.4 Equivalent circuit model of a rectenna array with m  elements 
in a series and n  blocks in parallel. 
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The open voltage Vn for each block can be expressed by  
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and the internal resistance Rn for each block by 
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The power delivered to the load can be calculated by applying the superposition 
theorem. 
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According to Kirchof’s current law, the total current is equal to the sum of all the 
currents in the n  branches. 
 niiiI +++= 21  (6.23) 
Solving Equations (6.22) and (6.23), the expression for the power delivered to 
the load becomes: 
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The rectenna arrays output resistance, outR  , is the sum of the internal 
resistances of all the branches, which must be matched to the load for maximum 
power transfer. 
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When all the elements have an equal internal resistance SR , and the condition in 
Equation (6.25) is satisfied, the expression for the maximum power delivered to 
the load can be expressed by 
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When the individual elements have equal internal resistance and internal source 
voltage, the efficiency for both cases (series and parallel) is equal to unity. When 
the internal resistances are equal, but the internal source voltages differ, the 
efficiencies in both cases are equal and less than unity. Finally, when the internal 
resistances differ from each other and the internal source voltages are equal, the 
efficiencies of the parallel and series connections are unity and less than unity 
respectively. 
 
6.3 The dc power losses in the grid 
The total power on a line is equal to the product of the current through the 
line and the voltage on the line. 
 VIPtot ×=  (6.27) 
The dc power loss in a line is proportional to the square of the current through 
the line, and can be expressed by 
 lineloss RIP
2
= , (6.28) 
where lineR  is the resistance of the line. 
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However, substitution of Equation (6.34) in Equation (6.35) shows that the dc 
power loss in a line is inversely proportional to the square of the voltage. 
Therefore, the dc power loss can be expressed as  
 2
2
V
RP
P linetotloss = . (6.29) 
The loss factor γ  is defined as the ratio of the power loss in the line to the total 
power on the line and is given by 
 2V
RP
P
P linetot
tot
loss
==γ . (6.30) 
According to Equation (6.30), the loss factor can be minimized by increasing the 
line’s voltage, which is used routinely for high voltage power transport in a grid 
system. 
To calculate the dc losses of the entire interconnection of rectennas, the 
level of the current and the value of the total resistance in each branch line must 
be determined. The former can be determined from the design specification for 
the total power delivered to the load, and the latter can be calculated using the 
conductor’s resistance equation, which is given by 
 
wt
lRline ρ= , (6.31) 
where ρ  is the resistivity of the conductor, l is the length, w is the width and t is 
the thickness of the conductor. When the length of the line in Equation (6.31) is 
selected as the length of a wave at the rectenna’s operating frequency, the 
resistance can be expressed as Ohm per wave length. This normalization makes 
the calculation and design procedure for the dc grid easier to understand.  
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The results of such a calculation are presented in Figure 6.5. The resistance 
drops as the line width increases and the aspect ratio decreases. 
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Figure 6.5 The resistance in Ohm per wave length vs. the line width: 
5.0/ =tw  (dotted), and 1/ =tw  (solid) (See appendix F). 
 
The losses that would occur in delivering 1 watt of power to the load are 
calculated as follows. For this example the power must be delivered by a 2 volt 
voltage and a ½ ampere current. Theoretically, if each rectenna is operating at 
20% efficiency, it will deliver 1 mA of current and 30 mV of voltage. In order to 
satisfy the required one-watt of output power, 67 rectennas must be connected in 
series and 500 of the 67 series strings of rectennas in parallel, which yields a 
total of 33,500 rectennas. The equivalent circuit of the hybrid interconnect is 
shown in Figure 6.6. The RLS and RLP are the resistance in the series and parallel 
interconnection lines, respectively, which can be calculated using Equation 
(6.37). 
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Figure 6.6 Currents through the branch lines of the interconnect. 
 
Figure 6.7 presents the total power loss as a function of the line width for an 
aspect ratio of one. The results of these example calculations are also presented 
in Appendix F. 
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Figure 6.7 The total power loss versus the line width (See Appendix F). 
 
As can be seen, the total losses due to series connections are around 2 mW for 
an aspect ratio of one. These losses will drop to 1mW for an aspect ratio of 0.5 
(the width is 30 times the contact area of the MIM diode). The total losses due to 
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the parallel connections are extremely large, 965 kW and are not acceptable. To 
decrease the losses due to the parallel connections, the use of vias can be 
employed to locate the dc lines on a different level than the series connections. 
Figure 6.8 shows a simplified example of such a solution. This solution will 
reduce the losses from 965 kW to 281 W. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 Interconnect of rectennas with one level dc lines for parallel connection. 
 
These losses are still impossibly high, but can be further reduced when two serial 
blocks are interdigitated together, as shown in Figure 6.9. The interdigitated 
interconnection technique reduces the losses further down to 17 W. A loss of 17 
W for 1W of output power is still unacceptable. 
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Figure 6.9 Interconnect of interdigitated rectennas with two levels of dc lines. 
 
It is possible to reduce the losses to an acceptable level by increasing the width 
of the dc lines to cover the entire surface beneath the rectennas (see Fig. 6.9), 
and by increasing its aspect ratio from 1 to 1/2. This will reduce the losses to 
approximately 250 mW, which is approximately 25% of the output power. 
As demonstrated in the discussion here, dc power losses in the grid can 
be extremely high, unless the width and height of the dc lines are manipulated to 
reduce these losses to an acceptable level. In order to minimize these losses, the 
arrays can be interdigitated. The entire surface beneath them can also be used 
for the dc lines, which will help to reduce the dc losses in the grid to an 
acceptable minimum level. The main disadvantage to this solution is that it adds 
another step to the fabrication process for creating the necessary vias from the 
rectifier outputs to the dc lines.  
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CHAPTER 7 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS  
 
7.1 The MIM diode characterization 
 In order to estimate the rectification efficiency of a MIM diode rectifier as a 
function of the rectifier’s input power, a behavioral model of the MIM diode was 
needed. The development of a behavioral model required the measured I-V 
characteristics of a prototype MIM diode. In light of this, a MIM diode was 
fabricated to extract the necessary data from its I-V curve. Figure 7.1 illustrates 
the fabricated MIM diode structure. 
  
 
 
Figure 7.1 The structure of the fabricated MIM diode. 
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The MIM diode was fabricated on a Borosilicate Pyrex 7740 Glass 
substrate, which has an extremely smooth surface. The materials used in the 
MIM structure are Al-Al2O3-Cr/Au. Aluminum functions as the bottom electrode 
(anode) with aluminum oxide as the dielectric layer. Since gold does not adhere 
well to Al2O3, chromium (Cr) is used as the top electrode (cathode). The actual 
MIM structure is Al-Al2O3-Cr. Aluminum is deposited in a sputtering chamber on 
top of the substrate. The dielectric layer is deposited by flowing ultra high purity 
oxygen into the sputtering chamber, while the aluminum metal is deposited at a 
much lower power, causing the film to become plasma oxidized. Aluminum 
becomes oxidized very quickly when exposed to atmospheric conditions. Hence, 
the process of aluminum and aluminum oxide deposition is carried out in situ. 
The chromium and gold are . deposited, using an E-beam evaporation process.  
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Figure 7.2 The I-V curve characteristic of the MIM diode. 
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The measurement setup of the I-V characteristics of the fabricated MIM 
diode is shown in Figure B.1 in Appendix B. The instrument for MIM diode 
characterization is a source meter, which is a combination of a voltage supply 
and current measuring unit. The source meter was a 2400 series from Keithley 
instruments. The entire setup is kept near a shielded probe station, and the 
measurements were taken so as to prevent any noise from interfering with the 
device.  A typical measured I-V curve of the MIM diode is shown in Figure 7.2.  
Gundlach and Holzl [61] have observed that the logarithmic derivative of 
the tunnel current density with respect to the applied voltage, dvid /)ln( , exhibits 
a distinct maximum. This behavior is due to the voltage dependence of the 
tunneling length in the energy diagram of the MIM junction. Given that the shape 
of dvid /)ln(  versus the diode’s bias voltage is an indicator of the tunneling 
current across the MIM junction, the data of the measured I-V characteristics of 
the MIM diode were used to numerically determine the tunneling across the 
barrier. The central difference method was employed for this calculation because 
it is accurate to ( )2v∆ξ . 
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)(ln)(ln)ln(
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vvivvi
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id ∆+
∆
∆−−∆+
= ξ  (7.1) 
It must be noted that the point [ ])(ln vi  itself does not contribute to the calculation 
in the central difference method, and the error term in the expression is a good 
approximation of a polynomial of degree 2 (parabolic). 
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Figure 7.3 Calculated d ln(i)/dv characteristics of Al-Al2O3-Cr junction. 
 
The shape of the curve in Figure 7.3 is typical for the tunneling current across an 
MIM junction and indicates that the measured current is predominantly due to 
electron tunneling. The position of the maximum in the curve gives the barrier 
height between the insulator and the positively biased electrode (anode). 
 
7.2 The rectifier experiment 
 Since the integration of the fabricated MIM diode in a rectifier was 
impossible at that stage of research, and the developed behavioral model 
needed to be verified by experimental data, a Schottky diode with a zero bias 
resistance comparable to the fabricated MIM diode was modeled and used in a 
2.5 GHz prototype rectifier design for verification of the developed behavioral 
model. 
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The 2.5 GHz prototype rectifier was fabricated on an FR-4 substrate, 
using the milling technique. The layout of the rectifiers’ circuit is shown in Figure 
7.4. The lowpass filter is a combination of high (L), low (C), and high (L) 
impedances. The dc bias acts as a dc return path for the diode to be self-biased. 
The inductor L is used to block the RF signal from the dc output during probing. 
The diode used in the rectifier is a zero bias Schottky diode by Agilent (HSCH-
9161).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4 The layout of a 2.5 GHz rectifier fabricated on an FR-4 substrate. 
 
 The S11 of the rectifier was measured, using an RF network analyzer 
(HP-8714B). Since the S11 measurement is a one-port measurement, only port 
one of the network analyzer needed to be calibrated. The measurement setup is 
illustrated in Figure B2 in Appendix B.  
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Figure 7.5 The S11 of the 2.5 GHz rectifier. 
 
The result of this measurement is shown in Figure 7.5, which was subsequently 
used to determine the bandwidth of the rectifier. The rectifier’s voltage standing 
wave ratio versus frequency is shown in Figure 7.6. The rectifier’s measured 
bandwidth is approximately 17% (2:1 VSWR). 
Frequency (GHz) 
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 Finally, the rectifier efficiency was measured using HP-8714B as the RF 
source , a power meter  (Anritsu ML-2438A) and a digital multimeter (HP_3478A) 
to measure the dc voltage at the load. The measurement setup is shown in 
Figure B.3 in Appendix B. The power of the RF source varied from -10 dBm to 15 
dBm, and the corresponding dc voltage was measured. As can be seen in Figure 
7.7, the rectifier reaches its maximum efficiency of 21% at an input power of 7 
dBm.   
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Figure 7.7 The dc power rectification efficiency of the 2.5 GHz rectifier. 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 7.6 The VSWR of the 2.5 GHz rectifier. 
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7.3 Full-wave rectification experimental verification 
The proposed concept of full-wave rectification needed to be verified in 
addition to the successful results from the simulation. For that reason, a dual port 
patch antenna with an electromagnetic coupling feed technique was designed at 
2.5 GHz. The designed dual port patch antenna was fabricated on two FR-4 
substrates with a dielectric constant of 2.6, and is illustrated in Figure G.1 in 
Appendix G. The one port S parameter measurements were done by the RF 
network analyzer (HP-8714B). The results of the S11 and S22 measurement of 
each feed are shown in Figure 7.8. As can be seen, both feeds resonate at 
approximately 2.7 GHz, which is slightly higher than the desired 2.5 GHz due to 
fringing field effects. 
 
   
Next, the reflection coefficient of each port was observed on the Smith chart. As 
can be seen in Figure 7.9, the second feed (the longer feed) extends around the 
Figure 7.8 The S11 of the first feed (left) and the S22 of the second feed (right). 
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Smith chart one full circle more than the first feed (the shorter feed). (On the 
Smith chart, 360 degrees corresponds to /2).  
 
 
 
Finally, the phases of the two feeds were measured with respect to each other, 
using the measurement setup shown in Figure B4 in Appendix B. Since this 
measurement required a two-port measurement, a full two port calibration was 
required. A single feed identical patch antenna was used as the source antenna. 
The magnitude and phase of the transmission coefficient at the first feed was 
measured, and a normalization calibration was performed (See Fig. 7.10). 
Subsequently, the magnitude and phase of the transmission coefficient at the 
second feed was measured, which is shown in Figure 7.11. As can be observed 
from these results, the received signal at the first feed lags approximately 152 
Figure 7.9 The reflection coefficients of the first feed (left) and the second 
feed (right) on the Smith chart. 
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degrees in phase behind the received signal at the second port. It must be noted 
that these results were obtained without any optimization attempt.  
 
 
 Figure 7.10 The normalized phase at the first feed of the patch antenna. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 7.11 The normalized phase at the second feed of the patch antenna. 
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7.4 The DRA experiment 
 The dielectric rod antenna’s characteristics – as well as its fabrication 
difficulty – had to be examined first. A decision was made, therefore, to fabricate 
a 60 GHz dielectric rod antenna in order to examine its gain and radiation 
pattern. Teflon was chosen as the dielectric material for the rod, since it exhibits 
a low loss tangent ( 0004.=δ ), and a waveguide to a coaxial adapter (Agilent V-
281B) functions as the launcher. The 60 GHz rod antenna is illustrated in Figure 
G.3 in Appendix G. The S11 of the 60 GHz antenna was measured using an RF 
network analyzer (Anritsu Wiltron-360 series). Figure 7.12 presents the result of 
the measurement. 
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Figure 7.12 The S11 of the 60 GHz dielectric rod antenna. 
 
The antenna gain was determined, using a 15 dBi pyramidal horn antenna 
as the source antenna with a separation of one meter from the test antenna (See 
Fig. A.4). The following Friis transmission equation was used to calculate the test 
antennas’ gain. 
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Table 7.1 presents the measured gain of the 60 GHz rod antenna for various rod 
lengths. As can be seen, the antenna’s gain is in good agreement with Hansen 
and Woodyard’s [3] condition for an optimum gain end fire antenna.  
 
Table 7.1 The gain of the 60 GHz rod antenna versus the normalized rod length. 
 
Rod length  
 2  4  6  10  20  
Gain (dBi) 8.25 11.15 13.25 15.5 17.8 19.7 
 
The radiation pattern of the 60 GHz rod antenna was measured according 
to IEEE standard test procedures for antennas [60]. The measurement setup is 
shown in Figure B.5 in Appendix B. The measured E and H fields of a 6  long rod 
antenna are shown in Figure 7.13. As can be seen in Figure 7.13a, the half 
power beamwidth of the DRA is approximately 30 degrees, which is in 
agreement with the expected theoretical value. 
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Figure 7.13 The radiation patterns of the 60 GHz dielectric rod antenna: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
7.5 Prototype DRA and NRD waveguide experiment  
 The integration of the dielectric rod antenna and the NRD guide, along 
with the excitation of the NRD guide through a slot by a microstrip, needed to be 
tested in an experiment as a proof to the proposed concept. Accordingly, a 
prototype of the proposed antenna was fabricated at 7GHz and then tested. 
The prototype solar antenna’s NRD waveguide and dielectric rod were made of 
Teflon, because of its low tangent loss and its good machinability. The common 
ground plane was fabricated from FR-4, and the top ground plane was fabricated 
from aluminum. The slots were machined in the ground planes. The proto type 7 
GHz solar antenna is illustrated in Figure H.1 in Appendix H.  
 The antenna’s scattering parameter was measured by an RF network 
analyzer (HP-8719D). The result of the S11 measurement of the prototype is 
presented in Figure 7.14. As can be seen, the antenna has multiple resonances, 
which also makes it very suitable for dual band applications. 
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Figure 7.14 The S11 of the prototype solar antenna. 
 
 The antenna gain was determined for various rod lengths and is presented 
in Table 7.2. The prototype solar antenna’s gain is slightly less than Hansen and 
Woodyard’s [3] condition for an optimum gain end fire antenna. 
Table 7.2 The gain of the 7 GHz prototype solar antenna versus 
the normalized rod’s length. 
 
Rod length 
 2  3  
Gain (dBi) 6.7 9.3 11.5 
 
The prototype antenna’s radiation pattern was measured using a pyramidal horn 
as a source antenna. The results of these measurements are presented in Figure 
7.15. The half power beamwidth of the prototype is approximately 55 degrees, 
which is in good agreement with the expected theoretical value of 59.4 degrees. 
The back lobe and side lobes are 18 dB lower than the main lobe.  
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Figure 7.15 The radiation patterns of the prototype 7 GHz solar antenna: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
 The 7 GHz prototype solar array is illustrated in Figure H.2 in Appendix H. 
The material and procedure used for the fabrication of the array is identical to the 
single element prototype. The array’s S11 was measured by an RF network 
analyzer (HP-8719D). The result of this measurement is shown in Figure 7.16. 
The S11 of the array prototype is similar to the S11 of the single element 
prototype solar antenna.  
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Figure 7.16 The S11 of the prototype solar array antenna. 
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 The prototype array’s radiation pattern was measured using a pyramidal 
horn as a source antenna. The results of these measurements are presented in 
Figure 7.17. The half power beamwidth of the prototype is approximately 20 
degrees, which is in good agreement with the expected theoretical value of 24 
degrees. The side lobes are 12 dB lower than the main lobe. The measured gain 
of the array was approximately 9.5 dBi, which shows a 3 dB increase in gain as 
compared to the single element prototype solar antenna.  
 
Figure 7.17 The radiation patterns of the 7 GHz solar array: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
 The dual polarizion concept of the solar antenna was also tested, and the 
results will be presented in the discussion below. The polarization response of 
the proposed dual polarized solar antenna was first measured, and is presented 
in Figure 7.18a. As can be seen, the two polarizations are orthogonal to each 
other. Furthermore, the gain of the first polarization did not change, though the 
gain of the second polarization was slightly affected. The feed structure proposed 
by Beguin et al. [1] was also fabricated and tested. 
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The results are shown in Figure 7.18b. As can be seen, the two polarizations are 
not orthogonal to each other, and the antenna’s gain was very poor. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.18 The polarization 1 (solid) and polarization 2 (dashed) of the 7 GHz 
solar antenna: a) decoupled, and b) coupled. 
 
 
 
The radiation patterns of each individual polarization of the proposed dual 
polarized solar antenna were also measured at 7.25 GHz. The measurement 
results are presented in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. The half power beamwidth of the 
prototype is approximately 55 degrees, which is in good agreement with the 
expected theoretical value of 59.4 degrees. The side lobes and the back lobe are 
still 18 dB lower than the main lobe. The measured gain of the first polarization 
was approximately 6.7 dBi, while the second polarization’s gain was 
approximately 5.2 dBi.  
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Figure 7.19 The radiation patterns of the first polarization: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.20 The radiation patterns of the second polarization: 
a) E field, and b) H field. 
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7.6 Patch antenna with tuning stubs experiment 
 
 Since the antenna’s bandwidth is directly related to the power available 
from solar radiation for rectification, which in turn is related to the efficiency of the 
rectifier, the bandwidth of the solar antenna needed to be as broad as possible.  
Use of tuning stubs in the feed structure of antennas has proven to be a simple 
and effective technique for improving bandwidth. In order to test the effect of this 
technique on the bandwidth in practice, a 7 GHz patch antenna with tuning stubs 
was fabricated. FR-4 was used as the antenna’s substrate. See illustration in 
Figure G.2 in Appendix G. This antenna’s S parameter was measured by an RF 
network analyzer (HP-8719D). The result of this measurement is shown in Figure 
7.21.  
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Figure 7.21 The S22 of the 7 GHz patch antenna with tuning stubs. 
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 The rectifier’s voltage standing wave ratio versus frequency was also 
determined, which is shown in Figure 7.22. The measured bandwidth of the 
patch antenna with tuning stubs is approximately 9.5% (2:1 VSWR), which is a 
substantial improvement compared to the 5% bandwidth of the patch antenna 
without tuning stubs. 
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Figure 7.22 The VSWR of the 7 GHz patch antenna with tuning stubs. 
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION 
 
 The results obtained from the measurements of the solar rectifier and the 
solar antenna are first compared to the simulation results and discussed in more 
detail in this chapter.  The necessary improvement to the MIM diode behavioral 
model and the solar antenna are also presented. Finally, a number of 
recommendations are proposed for future research. 
 
8.1 The solar rectifier 
The simulated S11 behavioral model and the measured prototype S22 
rectifier are shown in Figure 8.1. As one can see, there is good agreement 
between the developed behavioral model and the fabricated prototype rectifier, 
except for a minor shift in the design frequency due to the fringing field effect. 
This undesired effect makes the device’s electrical length longer than its physical 
length, which in turn, causes the design frequency to shift to a slightly lower 
frequency. The fringing field effect can be compensated by designing the rectifier 
at a slightly higher frequency. 
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Figure 8.1 The simulated S11 (dotted) and measured (solid) S22 of 
2.5 GHz rectifier (See Appendix E). 
 
The dc power rectification efficiency of the developed behavioral model for 
a MIM rectifier was also compared to the fabricated prototype. The results of the 
simulated and measured rectification efficiencies are presented in Figure 8.2. 
Once again, these results verify the accuracy of the developed behavioral model 
for the MIM rectifier. 
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Figure 8.2 The simulated (dotted) and measure (solid) rectification efficiency of 
2.5 GHz rectifier (See Appendix E). 
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 As demonstrated in chapter 4, section 4.3 (see Fig. 4.12), the dc power 
rectification efficiency obtained by the closed form equation was also in good 
agreement with the behavioral model’s dc power rectification efficiency. The 
developed behavioral model and the closed form equation proved to be a good 
approximation of the MIM diode performance. Based on the results obtained by 
the closed form equation and the behavioral model, the fabricated MIM diode’s 
characteristics can be studied in more detail as a rectifying device.  Since the 
rectifier’s dc output must always be less than half of the diode’s breakdown 
voltage, the fabricated MIM diode’s actual efficiency will be half of the 22%, 
which was achieved at its breakdown voltage ( VVbr 2.0= ). 
 
8.2 The solar antenna 
 The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the solar antenna are 
shown in Figure 8.3. As can be seen, these patterns are in good agreement. The 
measured solar antenna’s gain was 2 dB lower than Hansen and Woodyard’s 
condition for an optimum gain end fire antenna. The lower gain achieved by the 
prototype solar antenna can be ascribed to the coupling efficiency of the slot to 
the NRD and DRA, which was reported [62] to be approximately less than 80%. 
However, the transition of the microstrip to the NRD waveguide using a slot 
makes the fabrication process less complicated at optical frequency, which is a 
good trade-off for a slightly lower gain. The fact that the dielectric rod was not 
tapered towards the end to match the free space also caused the gain of the 
prototype solar antenna to be lower than Hansen and Woodyard’s condition. 
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Figure 8.3 The simulated (dashed) and measured (solid) radiation patterns of  
the 7 GHz solar antenna: a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
 The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the solar array are 
shown in Figure 8.4. The simulated and measured radiation patterns are in good 
agreement. The array’s gain was increased by 3 dB compared to the single 
element solar antenna, and the half power beamwidth was reduced from 55 
degrees to 18 degrees. As shown in Equation (5.4) of chapter 4, the gain of an 
array increases directly as the number of elements in it increase. On the other 
hand, the half power beamwidth of an array decreases as the number of the 
elements increase. The corresponding half power beamwidth of a 100-element 
array separated from each other by a /2 is approximately 1.146 degrees. Since 
the sun traverses an arc of 1/4 of a degree per minute, it will take 4.58 minutes to 
pass the half power beamwidth of this array. The very narrow half power 
beamwidth of the array requires a tracking system for the solar array. The speed 
of this tracking system needs to be increased as the number of elements in the 
array increases, since the half power beamwidth of the array also decreases. 
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Figure 8.4 The simulated (dashed) and measured (solid) radiation patterns of 
the 7 GHz solar array: a) E field, and b) H field. 
 
 
 The simulated and measured polarization response of the dual polarized 
solar antenna are shown in Figure 8.5. As can be seen, the simulated and 
measured radiation patterns are in good agreement. 
 
 
Figure 8.5 The polarization response of the dual polarized solar antenna: 
a) measured and b) simulated. 
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The second polarization’s gain is approximately 1.5 dB lower than the first 
polarization. This is partially due to a higher reflection coefficient at the second 
port, caused by a misalignment of the feed structure to the NRD waveguide. The 
simulated and measured radiation patterns of both polarizations are also shown 
in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. 
 
 
Figure 8.6 The radiation patterns of the first polarization: 
a) E field, and b) H Field. 
 
 
Figure 8.7 The radiation patterns of the second polarization: 
a) E field, and b) H Field. 
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The simulated S11 and the measured S22 of the patch antenna with the 
tuning stubs are shown in Figure 8.8. As one can see, there is good agreement 
between the developed behavioral model and the fabricated prototype rectifier, 
except for a minor shift in the measured resonance frequency of the antenna due 
to the fringing field effect.  
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Figure 8.8 The simulated S11 (cross) and measured (solid) S22 of 
the 7 GHz antenna with the tuning stubs. 
 
 The simulated and measured voltage standing wave ratio of the antenna 
with tuning stubs are shown in Figure 8.9. The expected value of the bandwidth 
(2:1 VSWR) was 11.5 %, and the measured bandwidth was 9.5%. 
Frequency (GHz) 
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Figure 8.9 The simulated (cross) and measured (solid) VSWR of 
the 7 GHz antenna with the tuning stubs. 
 
 The transmission losses calculated for the NRD waveguide are a 
combination of the conductor and dielectric losses; see Table 8.1. It should be 
noted, that the conductor losses are very small compared to the dielectric losses.  
According to these calculations, the dielectric loss inside the coherence circle is 
approximately 5 dB. However, a dielectric material with a tangent loss of 1 X 10-5 
will bring the dielectric loss to .5 dB inside the coherence circle. 
Table 8.1 The conductor and dielectric losses associated with the NRD waveguide 
for three different frequencies. 
 
Frequency  7 GHz 50 GHz 590 THz 
Conductor loss (dB/m) 0.304 1.48 1.10 
Dielectric loss  (dB/m) 0.208 1.44 11865 
Frequency (GHz) 
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8.3 Future research 
 In the author’s opinion, improving the MIM diode’s efficiency, its behavioral 
model, the proposed solar antenna, and scaling issues are all tasks that call for a 
great deal of research.  
 The diode’s breakdown voltage requires further improvement, as the 
maximum dc output of the solar rectifier must be less than half of the MIM diode’s 
breakdown voltage. Since the work function difference of the MIM diode’s metal 
plates is directly related to the amount of asymmetry in the MIM diode I-V 
characteristics, improving the break down voltage of the MIM diode requires 
experimentation with metal plates with a larger work function difference (metals 
of different alloys). As shown in Equation (4.18) of chapter 4, the diode’s 
efficiency is directly related to its zero bias resistance. The MIM diode’s zero bias 
is, in turn, directly related to its tunneling resistance ),,( εσ dΦ , which is a 
function of the height, thickness and relative permittivity of the potential barrier. 
These parameters can be manipulated to decrease the tunneling resistance of 
the MIM diode, which in turn, will improve the MIM diode’s efficiency. The 
developed behavioral model is only an accurate model in the vicinity of the 
design frequency, since the junction capacitance value used in this model is fixed 
at the cut-off frequency of the MIM diode. A more dynamic model can be 
developed by using the measured scattering parameters of the MIM diode, which 
represents a more accurate model of the MIM diode’s behavior over the entire 
measured frequency band.   
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 The solar antenna’s gain needs to be improved. This gain improvement 
can be achieved by tapering the rod towards the end for a better match between 
the dielectric rod and free space interface. The solar array’s gain can also be 
improved by finding the optimum separation distance between the adjacent 
elements, which will further reduce the side lobes and the amount of mutual 
coupling between the adjacent elements. Furthermore, both polarizations of the 
dual polarized antenna’s gain must be identical to prevent performance 
degradation of the rectifiers in an array. In order to keep the losses in the sun’s 
coherence circle at an acceptable level, deployment of the low tangent loss 
material for the NRD waveguide should be explored as an option. Finally, the 
issue of scaling must be addressed systematically by selecting the frequency 
steps between the intermediate prototypes with a great deal of care. This is 
because each frequency poses its own challenges in terms of design, fabrication, 
and measurements. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The primary objectives of this research were to investigate the rectenna’s 
potential as a high efficiency solar power collector, as well as to propose a novel 
high efficiency rectenna design for harvesting solar energy. The characteristics of 
solar radiation were examined thoroughly in order to estimate the efficiency of a 
solar rectenna. It was determined that the available power from the solar 
radiation at the terminal of a /2 dipole antenna would be approximately 5.5 pW. 
In order to take full advantage of all the solar power available in this band, it was 
concluded that the solar antenna needed to be capable of intercepting dual 
polarized electromagnetic waves because of the randomness of the solar 
radiation’s polarization. In order to estimate the efficiency of a rectifier with a MIM 
diode functioning as the rectifying component, the rectification efficiency of the 
MIM diode versus its input power was modeled by developing a closed equation 
and a behavioral model in a simulator for its rectification efficiency. Given the 
results of both techniques for the efficiency estimation of the MIM diode, it was 
concluded that the rectification efficiency of the MIM diode would be less than 1% 
for an input power of 5.5 pW. The most effective solution for improving the solar 
rectifier’s efficiency was concluded to be a tremendous increase of the solar 
rectifier’s input power. This could be only achieved by replacing the traditionally 
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used /2 dipole antenna in the rectenna with an array of very high gain antennas. 
The dielectric rod antenna was selected as it offers certain advantages over 
other high gain antennas (e. g. the Yagi-Uda and horn antennas), namely its low 
cost, ease of fabrication and limited mutual coupling in an array application at 
optical frequencies. Since solar radiation behaves only inside the coherence 
circle as a coherent electromagnetic wave, it was concluded that the area of the 
solar array must not exceed the area of the coherence circle for the solar array to 
function. In order to reduce the losses associated with the feed system of the 
array due to the extremely small skin depth at optical frequencies, it was 
deduced that a dielectric feed structure could eliminate the conductor losses. The 
NRD waveguide was chosen as the feed system because of its low conductor 
losses and its ease of fabrication, as well as its integration capability with rod 
antennas and planer structures. The possibility of full wave rectification was also 
investigated as an alternative means of improving rectification efficiency. 
Therefore, a unique dual feed antenna was developed to provide the desired 
180-degree phase shift between the two ports prior to rectification. From the 
investigation of the interconnection method, it was concluded that employment of 
traditional dc lines in the rectennas’ array would exhibit tremendously high dc 
losses. Theoretically, the proposed novel concept for the dc lines structure is a 
good alternative for reducing these losses to an acceptable level. However, this 
must be verified in future experiments. Based on the results obtained from the 
developed behavioral model, it was concluded that the fabricated MIM diode can 
achieve a maximum rectification efficiency of 10%. 
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The following conclusions were drawn regarding the improvement of the 
MIM diode’s rectification efficiency:  
1) the MIM diode’s breakdown voltage needs to be larger, 
2) the MIM diode’s zero bias resistance needs to be smaller.  
More asymmetry can be achieved in the diode’s characteristics by employing 
metal plates with a larger difference in their work functions (metals of different 
alloys). The tunneling across the barrier can be increased by lowering the 
tunneling resistivity.  
The prototype solar array has exhibited very small losses in its feed 
system and was concluded to be highly effective in collecting more solar power. 
The modification of the solar array to support full wave rectification and dual 
polarization proved to be a necessary step in extracting the maximum amount of 
solar power available in the antenna’s bandwidth. The addition of the tuning 
stubs in the solar antenna’s feed shows good potential as a simple and effective 
technique for improving the bandwidth. The following conclusions – based on 
experimental results – were drawn regarding the gain and loss improvement of 
the solar array:  
1) tapering of the dielectric rod for a better match between antenna and  
    free space, 
2) deployment of a low tangent loss material for the NRD guide. 
Despite all the challenges involved in designing, fabricating and testing a 
solar rectenna, it still shows great potential as an efficient solar collector for the 
future. 
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Appendix A: The field expressions of DRA 
The field expression for a circular dielectric rod can be obtained by starting 
with Maxwell’s equation for charge-free media with zero conductivity, 
    ,HjE ωµ−=×∇      (A.1) 
 
    ,EjH ωε=×∇      (A.2) 
 
    ,0=•∇ E       (A.3) 
 
    ,0=•∇ H       (A.3) 
 
assuming a time dependence of tje ω .  
Introducing the magnetic vector potential AH, defined as HAH ×∇= , Faraday’s 
law can be written as 
    ( ) .0=+×∇ HAjE ωµ      (A.5) 
 
Since the field of the vector in Eq. (A.5) is irrotational, it can be derived from a 
scalar potential, 
 
   .,
HH AjEorAjE ωµωµ −Φ−∇=Φ−∇=+    (A.6) 
Based on Ampere’s law 
 
    ,EjH H ωε=×∇×∇      (A.7) 
 
 
using vector identity for double curls, the R. H. S. of Eq. (A.7) can be expressed 
as 
 
    ( ) .2 EjAA HH ωε=∇−•∇∇     (A.8) 
 
Comparing Eq. (A.6) and Eq. (A.8) the scalar potential can be expressed as 
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    ,
1 HAj ∇•=Φ− ωε      (A.9) 
and the wave equation can be obtained in the following form: 
 
    .022 =+∇ HH AA µεω     (A.10) 
 
 
Assuming that the magnetic vector potential has only one component along the 
direction of propagation, a complete set of equations for the field components of 
E type wave can be obtained. 
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Likewise, an electric vector potential can also be introduced with the following 
definition, 
 
    .
EAE ×∇=        (A.12) 
 
Similarly, a complete set of equations can be obtained for the field components 
of H type wave. 
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Appendix A (Continued) 
In general, when excitation is achieved by an asymmetrical wave, for  
which the phase around the circumference of the rod changes its sign n times, 
the vector potential needs to depend on the parameter . The vector potential 
can expressed as 
    
( ) ( )zAA nnEzE γρ φφ −= expcossin     (A.14) 
 
Under the condition that:  
 
(1) The field within the rod is finite            0=ρ  
 
(2) The field outside the rod goes to zero ∞→ρ    
 
the wave equation gives the following equations: 
 
 
( ) ( )
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where Hn and Jn are the Hankel and Bessel function of the first kind, respectively. 
When the rod is excited by a vertical probe ( 2/piφ = ), the expression for the 
electric and magnetic vector potential reduces to the following expressions: 
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The field components for the H type wave inside the rod ( r<ρ ) can be obtained 
by differentiating according to Eq. (A.13), 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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and the field components outside the rod ( r>ρ ) 
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Since there are more unknowns than equations, the boundary conditions are not 
sufficient to determine the unknowns C, B, ,, 21 γγ  K1 and K2. This finding implies 
that the H type wave cannot be the only existing wave in the structure. However, 
by superimposing an auxiliary E type wave along with an H type wave, the 
boundary condition can be satisfied. The field equations for the auxiliary E type 
wave inside the rod ( r<ρ ) can be obtained as previously, 
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and the field components outside the rod ( r>ρ ) become 
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The hybrid HE mode can be obtained by simply combining the E and H modes 
together under the following conditions: 
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Thus, a complete set of equations can be obtained for field components of the 
hybrid HE mode by adding the corresponding field components in equations 
(A.17) to (A.20). The field components for the inside of rod r<ρ  are 
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and the field components for the outside of rod r>ρ are 
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Appendix B: The solar rectenna’s measurements’ setup 
 
 
The diode is placed in the test fixture as the device under test (DUT), and 
the input of the source meter is connected to the DUT, using the test leads. The 
source meter powers and measures the diode by means of an IEEE-488 bus. 
The measurements are then compared to pre-specified limits in the instrument 
and pass/fail determinations are made. The source meter’s digital I/O is used for 
interfacing with the handler to initiate diode orientation and/or binning. 
 
 
 
Figure B.1 Block diagram of source meter-based system for diode testing (Diode 
Production Testing with Series 2400 Source Meter, Keithley Instruments, Inc., 1998). 
 
 
 
The reflection calibration is essential to achieve an accurate measurement 
of the S11 of the DUT at port one (P1). The S11 measurement is a one-port 
measurement, and only port one of the RF network analyzer is calibrated for 
open, short and load. 
 
  
Figure B.2 Block diagram of one-port S-parameter measurements. 
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The RF network analyzer is used as the RF source and the digital multi-
meter is used to determine the rectified voltage. The power meter is calibrated 
prior to measurement in order to determine the correct value of the input power 
to the rectifier. The RF power at the input of the rectifier is varied and the 
corresponding dc voltage at the output of the rectifier is recorded. 
 
  
Figure B.3 Block diagram of a rectifier’s dc measurements. 
 
 
A full two-port calibration is essential to achieve accurate measurements 
of the reflection and transmission coefficients of the DUT between port one (P1) 
and port two (P2). This calibration procedure is a combination of reflection and 
transmission calibration. First, port one is calibrated for open, short, and load. 
Then, a through calibration between port 1 and port 2 is performed. 
 
 
  
 
 Figure B.4 Block diagram of a full two-port measurement (used for full-wave rectification 
phase measurement as well as antenna’s gain measurement). 
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Appendix B (Continued) 
 
 
 
 
The source antenna’s E and H fields are aligned to the test antenna’s E 
and H fields, using the tower control. The source control is used to set the 
transmitting RF power on the specified level. The positioner control is responsible 
for rotating the antenna in azimuth or elevation. The received power from the 
receiver is recorded in a pattern recorder versus the position of the antenna, 
which, in turn, is provided by the positioner indicator. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 Figure B.5 Block diagram of typical antenna range measurement system (IEEE standard 
test procedures for antennas, ANSI/IEEE Std 149-1979, IEEE, Inc., 1979. 
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Appendix C: Solar spectral irradiance 
 
Table C.1 Solar spectral irradiance-Thekaekara’s curve. 
 
 (m) S (W/m2)  (m) S (W/m2) 
0.200 0.1098 0.410 134.224 
0.210 0.2778 0.415 143.036 
0.220 0.6798 0.420 151.839 
0.225 0.9858 0.425 160.439 
0.230 1.3148 0.430 168.769 
0.235 1.6298 0.435 177.024 
0.240 1.9356 0.440 185.706 
0.245 2.2738 0.445 195.036 
0.250 2.6306 0.450 204.056 
0.255 3.0666 0.455 215.014 
0.260 3.6516 0.460 225.321 
0.265 4.4391 0.465 235.606 
0.270 5.4816 0.470 245.809 
0.275 6.5716 0.475 256.001 
0.280 7.6366 0.480 266.296 
0.285 8.9791 0.485 276.421 
0.290 10.9716 0.490 286.236 
0.295 13.6366 0.495 296.011 
0.300 16.3816 0.500 305.766 
0.305 19.1741 0.505 315.421 
0.310 22.4041 0.510 324.926 
0.315 26.0366 0.515 334.214 
0.320 30.0216 0.520 343.379 
0.325 34.5341 0.525 352.591 
0.330 39.6191 0.530 361.829 
0.335 44.9691 0.535 370.976 
0.340 50.3566 0.540 379.979 
0.345 55.7141 0.545 388.821 
0.350 61.1191 0.550 397.519 
0.355 66.5591 0.555 406.131 
0.360 71.9366 0.560 414.669 
0.365 77.4366 0.565 423.169 
0.370 83.2191 0.570 431.711 
0.375 89.0641 0.575 440.289 
0.380 94.7566 0.580 448.874 
0.385 100.3016 0.585 457.441 
0.390 105.7916 0.590 465.971 
0.395 111.5091 0.595 474.426 
0.400 118.0541 0.600 482.796 
0.405 125.7366 0.605 491.079 
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Appendix D: The prototype MIM diode’s results 
 
 
Table D.1 The measured current versus voltage of MIM diode and calculated R0. 
 
 
 
    
Voltage (V) Current (A) Resistance(  ) 
-0.1  -0.00025  1225.61  
-0.09  -0.00024  1784.185  
-0.08  -0.00024  1836.345  
-0.07  -0.00023  1301.812  
-0.06  -0.00022  812.163  
-0.05  -0.00021  517.0845  
-0.04  -0.00018  347.6955  
-0.03  -0.00015  246.4414  
-0.02  -0.0001  182.5164  
-0.01  -4E-05  140.0623  
0  0.00004  110.6204  
0.01  0.00014  89.448  
0.02  0.000264  73.75197  
0.03  0.000412  61.81325  
0.04  0.000587  52.53182  
0.05  0.000792  45.17953  
0.06  0.00103  39.2599  
0.07  0.001302  34.42559  
0.08  0.001611  30.42791  
0.09  0.001959  27.08524  
0.1  0.002349  24.26247  
0.11  0.002783  21.8575  
0.12  0.003264  19.79204  
0.13  0.003794  18.00525  
0.14  0.004375  16.44929  
0.15  0.00501  15.08616  
0.16  0.005701  13.88532  
0.17  0.00645  12.82206  
0.18  0.007261  11.87618  
0.19  0.008134  11.03104  
0.2  0.009074  11  
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Table D.2 The simulated S11 and input impedance of MIM diode versus frequency. 
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Table D.3 The calculated and simulated voltage rectification efficiency. 
 
 
 
Efficiency (%) Simulated Voltage(V) Calculated Voltage (V) 
8.87E-03  4.41E-03  3.63E-03  
9.45E-03  4.70E-03  3.87E-03  
1.01E-02  5.01E-03  4.13E-03  
1.07E-02  5.33E-03  4.41E-03  
1.14E-02  5.68E-03  4.70E-03  
1.22E-02  6.06E-03  5.02E-03  
1.30E-02  6.45E-03  5.36E-03  
1.38E-02  6.87E-03  5.72E-03  
1.47E-02  7.32E-03  6.11E-03  
1.57E-02  7.80E-03  6.52E-03  
1.67E-02  8.31E-03  6.96E-03  
1.78E-02  8.86E-03  7.44E-03  
1.89E-02  9.44E-03  7.95E-03  
2.02E-02  1.01E-02  8.49E-03  
2.15E-02  1.07E-02  9.08E-03  
2.29E-02  1.14E-02  9.70E-03  
2.44E-02  1.22E-02  1.04E-02  
2.60E-02  1.30E-02  1.11E-02  
2.76E-02  1.38E-02  1.19E-02  
2.94E-02  1.47E-02  1.27E-02  
3.13E-02  1.57E-02  1.36E-02  
3.34E-02  1.67E-02  1.46E-02  
3.55E-02  1.78E-02  1.56E-02  
3.78E-02  1.90E-02  1.67E-02  
4.03E-02  2.02E-02  1.79E-02  
4.29E-02  2.15E-02  1.92E-02  
4.56E-02  2.30E-02  2.05E-02  
4.86E-02  2.45E-02  2.20E-02  
5.17E-02  2.61E-02  2.36E-02  
5.50E-02  2.78E-02  2.54E-02  
5.85E-02  2.96E-02  2.72E-02  
6.22E-02  3.16E-02  2.93E-02  
6.61E-02  3.37E-02  3.14E-02  
7.03E-02  3.59E-02  3.38E-02  
7.46E-02  3.83E-02  3.64E-02  
7.93E-02  4.08E-02  3.91E-02  
8.42E-02  4.35E-02  4.21E-02  
8.93E-02  4.64E-02  4.53E-02  
9.47E-02  4.95E-02  4.88E-02  
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Table D.3 (Continued) 
 
Efficiency (%) Simulated Voltage(V) Calculated Voltage (V) 
1.00E-01  5.28E-02  5.25E-02  
1.06E-01  5.64E-02  5.66E-02  
1.13E-01  6.02E-02  6.10E-02  
1.19E-01  6.42E-02  6.57E-02  
1.26E-01  6.86E-02  7.08E-02  
1.33E-01  7.32E-02  7.63E-02  
1.40E-01  7.82E-02  8.21E-02  
1.47E-01  8.35E-02  8.84E-02  
1.55E-01  8.92E-02  9.52E-02  
1.63E-01  9.53E-02  1.02E-01  
1.71E-01  1.02E-01  1.10E-01  
1.79E-01  1.09E-01  1.18E-01  
1.87E-01  1.16E-01  1.27E-01  
1.95E-01  1.24E-01  1.36E-01  
2.04E-01  1.33E-01  1.45E-01  
2.12E-01  1.42E-01  1.55E-01  
2.20E-01  1.52E-01  1.65E-01  
2.28E-01  1.62E-01  1.76E-01  
2.36E-01  1.73E-01  1.88E-01  
2.45E-01  1.85E-01  1.99E-01  
2.53E-01  1.97E-01  2.11E-01  
2.60E-01  2.10E-01  2.24E-01  
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Appendix D (Continued) 
 
Table D.4 The calculated and simulated power rectification efficiencies. 
 
Input Power (W) Calculated Efficiency (%) Simulated Efficiency (%) 
8.58E-08  1.20E-02   1.78E-02   
9.74E-08  1.37E-02   2.02E-02   
1.11E-07  1.55E-02   2.30E-02   
1.25E-07  1.78E-02   2.61E-02   
1.42E-07  2.03E-02   2.96E-02   
1.62E-07  2.30E-02   3.36E-02   
1.83E-07  2.63E-02   3.81E-02   
2.08E-07  3.00E-02   4.33E-02   
2.36E-07  3.42E-02   4.91E-02   
2.68E-07  3.89E-02   5.57E-02   
3.04E-07  4.44E-02   6.32E-02   
3.45E-07  5.07E-02   7.18E-02   
3.92E-07  5.78E-02   8.14E-02   
4.45E-07  6.60E-02   9.24E-02   
5.05E-07  7.53E-02   1.05E-01   
5.73E-07  8.61E-02   1.19E-01   
6.50E-07  9.84E-02   1.35E-01   
7.38E-07  1.12E-01   1.53E-01   
8.37E-07  1.29E-01   1.74E-01   
9.50E-07  1.47E-01   1.97E-01   
1.08E-06  1.68E-01   2.24E-01   
1.22E-06  1.93E-01   2.54E-01   
1.39E-06  2.21E-01   2.88E-01   
1.57E-06  2.54E-01   3.27E-01   
1.79E-06  2.90E-01   3.71E-01   
2.03E-06  3.33E-01   4.21E-01   
2.30E-06  3.82E-01   4.77E-01   
2.61E-06  4.39E-01   5.41E-01   
2.96E-06  5.04E-01   6.13E-01   
3.36E-06  5.79E-01   6.95E-01   
3.81E-06  6.66E-01   7.88E-01   
4.32E-06  7.67E-01   8.93E-01   
4.89E-06  8.84E-01   1.01E+00   
5.55E-06  1.02E+00   1.15E+00   
6.29E-06  1.17E+00   1.30E+00   
7.13E-06  1.35E+00   1.47E+00   
8.08E-06  1.55E+00   1.66E+00   
9.15E-06  1.79E+00   1.88E+00   
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Appendix D (Continued) 
 
 
Table D.4 (Continued) 
 
Input Power (W) Calculated Efficiency (%) Simulated Efficiency (%) 
1.04E-05  2.05E+00   2.12E+00   
1.17E-05  2.38E+00   2.40E+00   
1.33E-05  2.72E+00   2.71E+00   
1.50E-05  3.14E+00   3.05E+00   
1.70E-05  3.60E+00   3.44E+00   
1.93E-05  4.11E+00   3.87E+00   
2.18E-05  4.70E+00   4.34E+00   
2.46E-05  5.38E+00   4.87E+00   
2.78E-05  6.12E+00   5.45E+00   
3.14E-05  6.94E+00   6.09E+00   
3.55E-05  7.83E+00   6.79E+00   
4.01E-05  8.80E+00   7.55E+00   
4.53E-05  9.85E+00   8.37E+00   
5.12E-05  1.10E+01   9.25E+00   
5.78E-05  1.21E+01   1.02E+01   
6.53E-05  1.34E+01   1.12E+01   
7.37E-05  1.46E+01   1.23E+01   
8.32E-05  1.59E+01   1.34E+01   
9.40E-05  1.72E+01   1.45E+01   
1.06E-04  1.85E+01   1.57E+01   
1.20E-04  1.98E+01   1.70E+01   
1.36E-04  2.10E+01   1.83E+01   
1.54E-04  2.21E+01   1.96E+01   
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Appendix E: The 2.5 GHz rectifier’s results 
 
 
 
Table E.1 The simulated S11 and measured S22 of 2.5 GHz rectifier. 
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Appendix E (Continued) 
 
 
Table E.2 The simulated and measured efficiency of 2.5 GHz rectifier. 
Input Power (dBm) Measured Efficiency(%) Simulated Efficiency(%) 
-6.65  10.02211   1.15E+01   
-5.64  10.99313   1.23E+01   
-4.66  11.94029   1.31E+01   
-3.66  12.69956   1.39E+01   
-2.69  13.97224   1.46E+01   
-1.7  14.64441   1.54E+01   
-0.78  16.08519   1.61E+01   
0.26  16.50269   1.69E+01   
1.28  16.89611   1.76E+01   
2.3  18.4681   1.84E+01   
3.26  18.86718   1.91E+01   
4.25  19.41858   1.98E+01   
5.24  20.11201   2.05E+01   
6.24  20.28237   2.12E+01   
7.29  21.29228   2.18E+01   
8.44  20.95303   2.03E+01   
9.67  19.69294   1.87E+01   
11.02  18.29953   1.71E+01   
12.4  16.74919   1.55E+01   
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 Appendix F: The interconnection’s resistance and dc losses 
 
Table F.1 The dc line resistance versus the line width for two aspect ratios. 
The line width (m) 
 
Resistance (ohm) 
                 (w/t=1) 
Resistance (ohm) 
               (w/t=0.5) 
      
1.70E-08  5.54E+01  2.77E+01  
3.40E-08  1.38E+01  6.92E+00  
5.10E-08  6.15E+00  3.08E+00  
6.80E-08  3.46E+00  1.73E+00  
8.50E-08  2.21E+00  1.11E+00  
1.02E-07  1.54E+00  7.69E-01  
1.19E-07  1.13E+00  5.65E-01  
1.36E-07  8.65E-01  4.33E-01  
1.53E-07  6.83E-01  3.42E-01  
1.70E-07  5.54E-01  2.77E-01  
1.87E-07  4.58E-01  2.29E-01  
2.04E-07  3.84E-01  1.92E-01  
2.21E-07  3.28E-01  1.64E-01  
2.38E-07  2.82E-01  1.41E-01  
2.55E-07  2.46E-01  1.23E-01  
2.72E-07  2.16E-01  1.08E-01  
2.89E-07  1.92E-01  9.58E-02  
3.06E-07  1.71E-01  8.54E-02  
3.23E-07  1.53E-01  7.67E-02  
3.40E-07  1.38E-01  6.92E-02  
3.57E-07  1.26E-01  6.28E-02  
3.74E-07  1.14E-01  5.72E-02  
3.91E-07  1.05E-01  5.23E-02  
4.08E-07  9.61E-02  4.81E-02  
4.25E-07  8.86E-02  4.43E-02  
4.42E-07  8.19E-02  4.09E-02  
4.59E-07  7.59E-02  3.80E-02  
4.76E-07  7.06E-02  3.53E-02  
4.93E-07  6.58E-02  3.29E-02  
5.10E-07  6.15E-02  3.08E-02  
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Appendix F (Continued) 
 
Table F.2 The dc power losses versus the line width. 
The line width (m)   Series losses (W) Parallel losses (W) Total losses (W) 
         
1.70E-08   9.27E-01  0.00E+00  9.27E-01  
3.40E-08   2.32E-01  0.00E+00  2.32E-01  
5.10E-08   1.03E-01  0.00E+00  1.03E-01  
6.80E-08   5.80E-02  0.00E+00  5.80E-02  
8.50E-08   3.71E-02  0.00E+00  3.71E-02  
1.02E-07   2.58E-02  0.00E+00  2.58E-02  
1.19E-07   1.89E-02  0.00E+00  1.89E-02  
1.36E-07   1.45E-02  0.00E+00  1.45E-02  
1.53E-07   1.14E-02  0.00E+00  1.14E-02  
1.70E-07   9.27E-03  0.00E+00  9.27E-03  
1.87E-07   7.66E-03  0.00E+00  7.66E-03  
2.04E-07   6.44E-03  0.00E+00  6.44E-03  
2.21E-07   5.49E-03  0.00E+00  5.49E-03  
2.38E-07   4.73E-03  0.00E+00  4.73E-03  
2.55E-07   4.12E-03  0.00E+00  4.12E-03  
2.72E-07   3.62E-03  0.00E+00  3.62E-03  
2.89E-07   3.21E-03  0.00E+00  3.21E-03  
3.06E-07   2.86E-03  0.00E+00  2.86E-03  
3.23E-07   2.57E-03  0.00E+00  2.57E-03  
3.40E-07   2.32E-03  0.00E+00  2.32E-03  
3.57E-07   2.10E-03  0.00E+00  2.10E-03  
3.74E-07   1.92E-03  0.00E+00  1.92E-03  
3.91E-07   1.75E-03  0.00E+00  1.75E-03  
4.08E-07   1.61E-03  0.00E+00  1.61E-03  
4.25E-07   1.48E-03  0.00E+00  1.48E-03  
4.42E-07   1.37E-03  0.00E+00  1.37E-03  
4.59E-07   1.27E-03  0.00E+00  1.27E-03  
4.76E-07   1.18E-03  0.00E+00  1.18E-03  
4.93E-07   1.10E-03  0.00E+00  1.10E-03  
5.10E-07   1.03E-03  0.00E+00  1.03E-03  
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Appendix F (Continued) 
 
Table F.3 The calculated features for the rectenna’s components. 
 
                    Calculations for an input power of 1000 (W/m2) 
        
frequency THz 3000 300 30 3 0.3  
Wave 
Length 
(   m) 0.1 1 10 100 1000  
              
MIM 
Contact 
Area 
(   m) 7.1597E-09 2.2641E-08 7.1597E-08 2.2641E-07 7.1597E-07  
              
Voltage  
Dipole 
(V) 2.77866E-05 0.00027787 0.002778662 0.027786624 0.27786624  
Power  
Dipole 
(W) 5.14731E-12 5.1473E-10 5.14731E-08 5.14731E-06 0.000514731  
              
Power  
Rod 
(W) 3.1386E-10 3.1386E-08 3.1386E-06 0.00031386 0.031386036  
Voltage  
Rod 
(V) 0.000177161 0.00177161 0.017716104 0.177161044 1.77161044  
              
Rod  
Length 
(   m) 0.3 3 30 300 3000  
Rod 
diameter 
(   m) 0.05 0.5 5 50 500  
Number 
of  
Rods 
Pieces 846.6872662 84.6687266 8.466872662 0.846687266 0.084668727  
              
Number 
of 
 Cells 
Pieces 67 67 67 67 67  
Number 
of Strings 
Pieces 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000  
              
Width 
 of 
 Block 
(   m) 13.4 134 1340 13400 134000  
Length  
of  
Block 
(   m) 42334.36331 42334.3633 42334.36331 42334.36331 42334.36331  
Area 
 of  
Block  
(   m )2 567280.4684 5672804.68 56728046.84 567280468.4 5672804684  
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Appendix G: The prototype patch antennas and DRA 
 
 
  
 
 Figure G.1 The 2.5 GHz dual port patch antenna. 
 
 
  
 
 Figure G.2 The 7GHz patch antenna with tuning stubs. 
 
 
 
  
 Figure G.3 The 60 GHz dielectric rod antenna. 
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Appendix H: The prototype solar antenna and solar array 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure H.3 The solar antenna 7 GHz prototype. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure H.4 The solar array 7GHz prototype. 
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